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preface

This book is the result of several visits to Spain—

•

the last one in May, 1936. During the month I spent

in Spain, I saw both the rank and file and many of

the leaders of the Spanish working-class movement,
I have to thank the many comrades and friends who
sacrificed their time in showing and explaining events

to me.
Originally I intended to translate Joaquin Maurin's

book, ^'Hacia la segunda revolucion/’ It soon became
clear, however, that Maurin^s book takes much for

granted which needs explaining in England. Never-

theless, my book is deeply indebted to Maurin's work.

I found most illuminating the conversations with

Araquistain, Caballero’s right-hand man; Pretecil,

editor of Claridad; Juan Andrade, and Gorkin, editor

of Batalla.

I have to thank Mr. J. P. M. Millar and Dr. C. A.
Smith for permission to use material which appeared

in Plebs and Controversy respectively.

For the benefit of readers who are not conversant

with Spanish events, I have added a map, a chronol-

ogy and a survey of persons, and a list of abbrevi-

ations.

'August, 1936.

E.C
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INTRODUCTION

Two HUNDRED AND THIRTY years ago the British

seized Gibraltar, even without the customary excuse.

There was nobody who needed civilizing—sherds of

monkeys being the only inhabitants of the rock. The
British tourist who visits Spain is taught by his guide

book that nine times has Gibraltar changed hands

but “the rock will undoubtedly remain unmolested

from now on, for ever a proud possession of

Britain.”* But the rock alone does not safeguard

the sea route to India, threatened recently by the

Italian conquest of Abyssinia. The British Empire

needs a weak and docile Spain. The sea way to

India could be cut off not only at Gibraltar but also

at Ceuta and from the Balearic Isles. Spain’s geo-

graphical position may indeed make that country

decisive in the next war. The Balearic Isles are being

fortified, ever since the British-Italian tension began.

The “mad-dog of Europe” might seize them. The
policy of King Alfonso XIII had been considerably

influenced by his marriage with an English Princess.

For thirty 3rears he ruled almost despotically. Spain,

during that time, was a part of the British Ehipire.

Maurinf says about Alfonso XIII

:

S. A. Oark: “Spain on £io.” 1934, p. 143.

t La RevoludSn Sspanola, 89-90.
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INTRODUCTIOlSr

“He was an agent of England. His policy always

met the desires of Great Britain. His policy, which the

middle classes considered to be arbitrary and capricious,

had one fundamental basis, that of serving British

interests. He was as much subject to London as was
King Fuad of Egypt or the Emir of Afghanistan.

He was Liberal or Conservative when England was.

The policy pursued in Morocco, personally imposed
and directed by him, followed the indications of British

Imperialism. Alfonso XIII was the Gibraltar in

Madrid.”

Considerations of imperial safety explain why Con-

servative opinion, after the fall of Alfonso XIII, is

exceedingly touchy about Spanish affairs. The Tory

papers do not even conceal their animosity and bias.

As long as the Right and Left are engaged in

civil war, Spain remains weak. But if one of the two
sides should win, British control of the Western

Mediterranean may be endangered just at the time

when it is most needed. If the Fascists win, they will

naturally sympathize with the other fascist powers,

Italy and Germany—^incidentally also the “unsatis-

fied” nations whidi want to expand directly or in-

directly at the expense of the British Empire. Italian

Imperialism has gained considerable strength from
its recent victory and intends to expand further. It

may be useful to insert here an extract from the

Anarchist paper, SoUdaridad Obrera, June 13th,

1936, which shows how the average Spaniard views

the problem

:

“After the problem of Abyssinia is liquidated, an-
other and more dangerous problem arises for Europe
and for Spain in particular. Italy, which so easily

2



INTRODUCTION

broke the formidable wall raised by Britain in the

Suez Canal, has cast her eyes upon the Straits of

Gibraltar.

Fascism seeks a safe way for its great commerce
with North and South America. That is the reason for

their anxiety to impose their sovereignty over what
the Italians call Mare Nostro.

Here lies the danger for us. In the famous Straits

will be decided the battle between Italy and England
and the naval battle will have as its theatre the coast of

the province of Levante and the waters of the Balearic

Isles.

The worst is that England is doing her best to drag

Spain into the war, since she needs our coast in order

to establish naval bases for her navy.”

That is why British Conservatives are so con-

cerned about Spain. A victory of the Spanish Fascists

may mean a new ally for Mussolini. It has not been

forgotten that in 1926 Primo de Rivera concluded

a treaty of friendship with Italy. On the other hand,

a victory of the Socialists would mean Spain^s rebirth

as a new, strong and vigorous nation. A Socialist

Spain would not tolerate any interference from the

British government For 400 years Spanish weakness

has been a corner-stone of British foreign policy.

Now Spain is beginning to awaken. The aspirations

of the workers clash with the interests of British

Imperialism- On my recent visit many workers

assured me that the majority of the people of the

earth, Spaniards included, were not likely to liberate

themselves before British Imperialism was destroyed.

In spite of the national divisions between the

workers, their fight in many respects is an inter-

national fight. Each success in Russia stren^ens

3



INTRODUCTION

their self-confidence all over the world. Each defeat

of Russia, and each concession to capitalist customs,

weakens it. That is why it is at once broadcast by

the entire capitalist press throughout the world. The

defeat of the socialist movement in Germany meant

defeat for the workers in each country. The workers’

stubborn resistance in Austria again showed that it

was not always so easy to get rid of the organized

working class movement. The insurrection in Vienna

was worth far more to the English workers than the

$50,000 which the Trades Union Congress sent to the

Austrian workers. By the same mechanism the victory

of the socialists in Spain—^not unlikely now—^may

have considerable repercussions all over Europe. The
stay-in strikes showed a clear tendency to move across

the Erench frontier into Belgium and England.

Socialists fii this and other countries will study with

the utmost care the methods which are bringing suc-

cess to the socialists in Spain. In Spain, for the first

time, the Socialist party of a Western country has

learned from experience and has adopted new tactics.

Socialism is as near in Spain as it was in Russia in

1915-

The press may reconcile itself to a Revolution with

a beard. Russia recently is accorded the fair treat-

ment she is likely to expect from a nation that plays

cricket. The Spanish revolution, being so young still,

has no claim yet to an either fair or adequate treat-

ment. The monarchists in Gibraltar have replaced

the Whites of Riga as sources of infomtation. The
resulting misrepresentation is often grotesque. A
leading paper informed us in May that 3,000,000

4
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anarchists were setting up soviets. The report was
correct, except for the fact that the anarchists num-
ber 600,000 and that they had not set up soviets.

In Madrid, the correspondents of leading English

papers complained that their reports were either sup-

pressed, or distorted beyond recognition. Even the

paper which professes to give us “the real news”
blunders about the leading figure of present-day

Spain. It alternately calls Largo Caballero “the com-
munist leader” or “the leader of the anarchists.” As
a matter of fact, he is the leader of the Socialist

Trade Unions. If anybody doubts whether great

things are afoot in Spain, the attitude of our press

furnishes the evidence. We can, perhaps, be impartial

in our attitude to the great convulsions of human
history only after the passing of one hundred or two
himdred years and after the passions they aroused

have ebbed away. The outcome of the Spanish revo-

lution will influence vitally both the British Empire

and the future of the socialist movement. Nobody
can study it and remain indifferent. Everybody must

be drawn inevitably to either of the contending

parties. A writer wiU be fair if he makes dear where

he stands, but he caimot be expected to stand nowhere.

5



Chapter I

PERMANENT CAUSES OF SOCIAL UNREST

Spain as a Backward and
Semi-Fetjdal Country

Though twice the size of Britain, Spain has just

half its population. The density per square kilometer

is 44 as compared with 182 in Britain, 132 in Italy,

96 in Portugal, and 70 in Poland About 1600 a.d.

Spain had 8,200,000 inhabitants, compared with

Britain’s 4,800,000. Now it has 23 millions as com-
pared with 46 million in Britain. In comparison with

other European countries, Spain has failed to grow.

A nice old lady went into a tourist office and said,

“I do not want to go for my holiday to any country

where there is a war on, or a revolution, or political

quarrels, but to a place where people know that we
English want to be nice to everybody.” The assistant

suggested, “What about the Isle of Wight, Madam?”
Indeed, even the most superficial observer is aware
of the contrast between the social stability in England
and the, sometimes latent, sometimes open, civil war
in Spain. The average Englishman is so unaccustomed

to this atmosphere of violence and unrest that as a
tourist he avoids Spain. Before I left Spain, I met

6



SOCIAL UNREST

in the train an English tourist, who, an isolated

specimen, had tramped the churches, as so many did

in former years. He was startled by events in Spain,

and he summed up his view of the situation in the

typically English remark, “All this will do them
no good as a nation. They are bound to lose a lot

of money.”

Now there were times when English social life was
rather turbulent too. A difference in national tempera-

ment, this modem asylum of ignorance, is not likely

to explain the difference in political manners between

two nations. There may be some truth in the picture

of the solid and quiet Englishman as compared with

the excited, restless and turbulent Southerner. But,

as a matter of fact, English history is not entirely

devoid of periods of excitement and civil war. When-
ever a deep social crisis occurs, people in all countries

behave remarkably alike. England is a socially and

politically stable coimtry at the moment because the

majority of the population are satisfied to the extent

of keeping reasonably quiet. This satisfaction has

been achieved partly with the aid of the Empire, and

partly with the help of a fairly modern and efficient

system of producing and distributing goods.

In Spain, social unrest is due to the almost

mediaeval methods of production and distribution,

for no Cromwell has yet put an end to Feudalism.

The tributes of Empire are absent. In addition there

are some plagues still in existence which for the

last two centuries have ceased to play a prominent

part in English history—^I speak of a standing and

politically minded army and of a belligerent clergy,

7



SPAIN TO-DAY

decisive political forces in present-day Spain. Finally,

Spain is not one nation as Britain is now. Here the

Welsh and the Scotch, after centuries of wars, have

been successfully
,
bought off by participation in

English prosperity, and regional nationalism is noth-

ing more than a mild and ineffectual hobby. Spain

has never achieved national unity. The discontent of

suppressed nationalities is one of the major causes

of social unrest.

If we want to build a house, we should begin with

the foundations and the ground floor. If we want

to understand a country, speculations about its

national character, its art and its leading personalities

may be quite useful, but they should be based on a
study of the economic system. The precarious situa-

tion of Spanish agriculture and industry is so much
at the root of the political unrest that we will do well

to start our analysis with a short description of the

basic economic facts.

The Agrarian Question

About 57 per cent, of aU employed persons do
agricultural work. Spain is not a specially fertile

country. The soil is arid. In many districts it rains

only a few days in the year, and the average rainfall

in those districts is between lo and I2 inches. Much
of the surface is barren and of little use. Much of

it could be used ; inefficiency and incompetence leave

it unused. The latest available figures for 1932, show
the foUowmg distribution of Spanish land :

—
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SOCIAL UNREST
Total area 50,510 million hectares.

Barren land Sj097
Mountain,s and
meadows 23,642

Towns and roads. . 1,441

30,180 million hectares.

Tilled area 20,330
Fallow land 5,019

15,311 million hectares

actuary in use.

(International Press Correspondence, Vol. 16, No.
26, p. 689.)

(Hectare = 2.471 acres.)

The lack of rain would make dry farming an ideal

system of cultivation, but this American method is

only gradually being introduced. For the rest, an

efficient irrigation system could double the produc-

tion in many areas. The Moors had left behind a

well developed and efficient irrigation system. The
Spaniards, preoccupied with plundering America and
keeping the Low Countries within the Catholic faith,

allowed it to decay. The irrigation system could easily

be extended so as to cover double the present area.

In addition, in districts where water is scarce, it is

distributed very unequally. “The privileged get

enough, but the poor people have to go in the night

and fetch their water from the public fountains,

which only work for a few hours.” * The absence of

water in many places strangely contrasts with its

abundance in other districts. This year in the north,

for instance, the Ebro caused vast inundations, and

a loss of many millions of pesetas to fanners who
just live on the edge of starvation.

H. Baerlein: “Spain Yesterday and Tomorrow” p. 192.

9
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There is no incentive to introduce scientific methods

into agriculture, and to improve the productivity of

the soil that way. An ingenious system prevents the

tenants from doing so. Their tenancy lasts only for

a short time, and any improvement becomes the

property of the landowner immediately after the lease

expires. A system of very high agricultural tariffs

m^es the landowners disinterested in improvements,

for these tariffs drive up the prices of agricultural

products, and restrict their sale almost entirely to

the home market Castilian wheat is the most expen-

sive in the world. One hectolitre of wheat costs 15

pesetas in the Argentine, and 40 pesetas in Castile.

In view of the low purchasing power of the Spanish

people, any increase in production at once creates a

surplus, which presses upon the prices. In addition,

the grandees insist on using vast areas as hunting

grounds. They have not even the excuse of their

English friends, that the Englishman does not need

to cultivate his land.

In consequence, the productivity of agriculture is

very low. The Spaniard produces about 9 quintals

of wheat per hectare, as compared with 20.8 in

Britain, and 24.7 in Belgium. The average for Europe
was 15. 1 in 1933. Spanish agriculture manages to

suffer at the same time from the two evils of under-

production and over-production. Wheat production

usually does not even meet the moderate require-

ments of the Spanish people, who per head consume
one-third less wheat than Ae French. As regards

other products, the world agrarian crisis and the

competition of other countries have created a crisis

10



SOCIAL UNREST

of over-production. Spanish oil loses its markets in

Asia and France. The wine from Algiers competes

with Spanish wine. Italy has ruined the Spanish

export of rice. Oranges from Palestine, South Africa

and Italy restrict the markets for Spanish oranges,

and transform the orange groves of Valencia into a

hotbed of anarchism.

. In their distribution of the land, Spanish agricul-

ture also succeeds in combining two evils: on the

one hand too large and on the other hand too small

undertakings. It is estimated that one million owners

own six million hectares, and one hmidred thousand

owners 12 million hectares. In other words, 95 per

cent, of the undertakings have five million hectares,

and 3S per cent, nine million hectares. These estimates

show that the distribution of the land is exceedingly

unequal. More exact facts are available only for some

provinces (Castile, Levantia, Andalusia, and Estre-

madura), which cover together 19.6 million hectares.

Statistics for the other provinces have never been

worked out. In these provinces, one-third of the

land belongs to undertakings from less than one

hundred hectares, and two-thirds of the land to under-

takings above 100 hectares. The 1,444 biggest farms

with more than one thousand hectares each cover

2.8 million hectares. But side by side with them

there are 500,000 farms extending only one hectare

or less. Especially in the south, the latifundia cover

between 50 and 70 per cent, of the provinces. When
the Arabs were driven out of Spain, the victorious

aristocrats who led the Spanish armies seized the
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latifundia. They have kept them ever since—^until

quite recently.

The landowner who owns an estate of any con-

siderable size, usually takes no interest in it, is never

seen there, and placidly consumes the fruits of the

estate in the villas and cafes of Barcelona or Madrid

or one of the provincial towns. These “absentee land-

lords” usually keep a manager on the spot He is

called the Cazique, the most hated man in a Spanishp

village. The land passes through the hands of a series

of middlemen before it reaches the tenant. But even’

peasants who own their land are not outside the'

sphere of influence of the big landowner and his-

Cazique. They have to pay a number of feudal dues,

based on “customary rights.” The recent very mild

rebellion of the English countryside against the

tithes, can give us some idea of the indignation felt by
Spanish peasants against those feudal dues.

Many latifundia are not worked through tenants,

but through land-workers whose wages are exceed-

ingly low. The poverty of the countryside naturally

reacts upon industry by restricting its market. Maurin
explains the failure of Primo de Rivera by his self-

contradictory attempt to industrialize Spain, while

leaving the agrarian system intact. Giorldn, editor

of La Batalla, told me in Barcelona that before 1930
the average wage of the land-worker was about 3
pesetas a day. In Andalusia it oscillated between 2 and
4.50 pesetas. The administration of Caballero in 1932
brought the average wage up to 8 to 10 pesetas. In
Barcelona, all factories were busy to satisfy the

countryside’s demand for industrial products. Under
12
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pressure from the landlords, the Lerroux administra-

tion brought the average wage down to 1.25 to 2
pesetas, with the result that famine broke out in

many parts of the countryside and unemployment
grew in Barcelona. The common interest in the

purchasing power of the countryside is the basis for

a political alliance between industrial workers and

land-workers, which is gradually beginning to take

shape. Every student of history knows that without

an alliance between countryside and town, neither

'of them can win. The peasants had this experience

in the peasant revolts at the close of the Middle Ages,

and recently in the Zapata movement in Mexico ; the

workers in the Commune and in Germany in 1933.

On the other hand, the French Revolution of 1789
and the Russian Revolution of 1917 were based on a

collaboration between countryside and town. Neither

can succeed without the other. It is a hopeful sign

that the events in Andalusia and Barcelona are more
and more attuned to each other, the land workers in

Andalusia, 500 miles away, being emotionally nearer

to the workers in Barcelona than the peasant farmers

who live 10 or 20 miles away from that town.

Socialists have seen the importance of this problem,

and the anarchists in Barcelona recently decided to

diminish Iheir propaganda in the towns—since they

were sufficiently converted to anarchism—and to send

^all available propagandists into the countryside.

In order to give an idea of how the peasants live,

1 take at random a rqiort from the right wing paper

Cronica (May, 1936). The report deals with the

village Navas de Estena in the province of Ciudad

13
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Real, 150 kilometers from Madrid, with 700 inhabit-

ants. Like many other villages, it is almost entirely

cut off from urban civilization. A car arrives perhaps

every three or four years. In many respects, the in-

habitants live as they did in the Stone Age. Beds are

unknown, and they sleep on rectangles made of

stones which are bleached with lime, with a cork peg

as pillow and some blankets as cover. In almost all

Spanish villages, a large proportion of the inhabitants

have to walk for hours in the early morning in order

to reach their working place. Only the richer farmers

ride on a donkey, while the wife walks at the side.

For Navas de Estena, the cultivation of cork and

the fabrication of charcoal (carbon vegetal) is the

basis of economic life. The daily wages, before the

republic, were 2.53 pesetas. Now they are higher,

but most inhabitants of the village are unemployed.

Flour must be fetched on a narrow footpath from
a mill 20 kilometers away, and the bags often arrive

soaked with rain. The smoke of the firewood in the

kitchen can escape only through the small door.

This is the reason why so many Spanish peasants

have inflamed eyes. Meat is exceedingly rare, and only

used for festivals. (When in May we visited a col-

lective farm, we noticed that a sheep had been specially

killed for us.) The usual dish is the gazpacho, a mix-
ture of bread, oil, vinegar, and salt. The municipality

has a budget of 22,400 pesetas a year. The watchmen
received 30 centimos a day before and 50 centimos
under the republic. One-tenth of the budget is spent
for the unemployed, but the amount of 2,240 pesetas
does not go very far. Electric light and telephone are

14
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absent. Then there is the problem of drinking-water.

Springs in the neighborhood of the village contain

very pure water which could easily be conducted to

the village. But this has not been done, and the water

is now taken from a rivulet which dries up in the

summer. In the summer the water must therefore be

fetched from a distance of six kilometers. Medicines

must be fetched from 25 kilometers away—on foot

There are 200 school children, but the school building

is intended for 30 only. Ninety are crammed into it,

under unhygienic conditions, and 100 get no instruc-

tion at all.

This short account may give a faint impression of

the gigantic tasks before the republican government.

There are thousands of villages like Navas de Estena,

and hunger is not very patient. There are hundreds of

thousands of unemployed in the countryside, for

which almost no provision is being made. At the

beginning of the republic, in order to avoid the almost

inevitable explosion, even the biggest proprietors,

like Count de Romanones, demanded agrarian re-

form. In a later chapter we shall see what has been

done in that direction.

Industry

Spanish industry owes its development to the boom
of the war years, when it had to satisfy not only the

requirements of Spain itself, but also attempted to

profit by selling goods to the belligerents. The effects

of Feudalism have, however, crippled Spanish in-

IS
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dustry which has remained quite an insignificant

factor in the industrial production of the world. The
world crisis hit it with special severity and it has

declined heavily. As Maurin sums up tihe situation:

“The fundamental features of monarchist Spain were

these: A country endowed by nature with great

possibilities, with a magnificent geographical posi-

tion, rotting in misery because of the management
from which it suffers. Europe had already traversed

the historical phase of its capitalist splendor and

Spain found itself still everywhere enchained by the

survivals of Feudalism. There was a sharp contrast

between Spain and the rest of the world. Metaphori-

cally,one could say thatAfrica began at the Pyrenees.”

(“Haciala Segunda Revolucion,” p. 199.)

Let us look at the heavy industries. The produc-

tion of iron ore (in thousands of tons) has declined

steadily

:

Year Production Home Consumption
1912 9.554
1924 4,612 994
1929 6,546 1413

1932

1,760 592

1933

1,815 680

1934

2,000 700

We notice that about three-quarters of the ore is

exported, and only one-quarter used at home. At
the same time, in Vizcaya, the center of the iron

industry, only 1,500 out of 6,500 mines are at work,
and 19,000 out of 29,000 workers are unemployed.
The production of ingots reaches only per cent,

of the world production. With 350 thousands of tons

16
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it is even smaller than that of Italy, a country notori-

ous for absence of industrial raw materials. Spain

produces only 54 per cent, of the world’s steel,

540,000 tons as compared with England’s 9,300,000,

and even Italy’s 1,800,000. During the world crisis,

the production of steel decreased from 1,000,000

tons in 1929 to 540,000 in 1934. Little use is made
of the numerous coal mines. The production of

coal was

:

Year Tons
1913 9,000,000

1924 6,539,000

1929 7.547,000
1932 7,190,000

1933 6,300,000

1934 5,800,000

The production of 1934 is almost one-fortieth of

the English production. In the north, water power
might be used for hydroelectrical plants, but very

little has been done in that respect. In 1850, accord-

ing to Maurin, England had proportionately a bigger

rail network than Spain has today. The Spanish

figure for railway kilometers per 100 square kilo-

meters is exceedingly low :

Belgium 36-5
Switzerland

England
France 9-2

Italy 6.8

Spain 3-3

The railway is centralized in Madrid. The rail-

ways are all built to go to and from Madrid, so as

17
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to serve the purposes of the bureaucratic and military

administration. The routes of the trains take little or

no notice of industrial necessities. The speed of the

trains has been compared with that of a tortoise.

The transport of goods is 3.5 times as expensive as

in France. The Salamanca Chamber of Commerce
once complained to the government that goods some-

times took longer to go from Salamanca to Barcelona

than to Buenos Aires. The mercantile marine, in spite

of the long coastline, is insignificant, partly however,

owing to the scarcity of good harbors. Ever since

1929 shipping companies have worked at a great loss.

In all this misery it is the Bank alone which

flourishes. In feudal countries, the financier is merely

a usurer. In a capitalist coimtry, in addition to being

a usurer, he has more and more acquired a function

in the organization of production. The shares of the

Banco de Espana are owned by 16,000 persons, mostly

landowners, who each year collect enormous tributes.

The capital of the Bank after 1921 is 177 million

pesetas. The profits between 1924 and 1933 were
1,028 million pesetas, or sbc times the capital. It makes
no difference to the usurer whether more or less

goods are produced. His share remains the same, and
is in fact, unaffected by a crisis. While Spanish pro-

duction was going down, the profits of the Bank were
going up. They were

:

1928 pesetas

1929 97
tt S(

1930
sc sc

1931
sc ts

1932 132
Sf sc
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1933 1 15
1934

IIS

We see that the establishment of the republic has

made little difference to the profits of the Bank.

A feudal and inefficient agriculture, a crippled

industry and a prosperous money lender—^that was
the picture of France in 1789. It is repeated in the

Spain of today.

The Absence op Empire

In Germany, a combination of clever propaganda,

and of fierce and inhuman terror have managed to

obsess the public mind with problems of foreign

policy. In Ekigland, the astuteness of the ruling class

and the suicidal tendencies of the parliamentary

Opposition have obtained a similar result, and con-

centrated public attention, even inside the Labor

movement, upon the questions of imperial policy to

the exclusion of ever3^hing else. For Spaniards, how-
ever, problems of internal policy completely dominate

the political scene. Situated in a back alley of Europe,

Spain lies comparatively outside the spheres of inter-

national tension. To be sure, Gil Robles and his

Fascists attempted to climb to power by means of

the familiar cry that the fatherland is in danger.

They point to the Mediterranean conflict between

England and Italy, and claim that a Spanish posses-

sion, the Balearic Isles, lie in the danger zone. They
maintain that these Spanish islands may prove to be

of decisive strategical importance in the future
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struggle between the rival Italian and English im-

perialists. Like their spiritual friends all over the

world they clamor for higher armaments for the

security of the country. Gil Robles, at the last elec-

tion, promised to spend 300,000,000 pesetas on the air

force. The people turned him down.

For all practical purposes, Spain has no Empire.

It possesses some settlements in and islands round

the coast of Africa. Spain’s colonial population,

according to Whittaker, does not exceed 950,000

people. This is the scanty remnant of the first modern
Empire on which the sun never set. Built up rapidly

in one hundred years, between 1500 and 1600, it

soon crumbled away. First the European possessions

were lost—^the Netherlands, Southern Italy, Sicily

and Sardinia. In the beginning of the 19th century,

Spanish America became independent, and in 1898

the United States seized Cuba, Porto Rico, and the

Philippines. The Spaniards accepted the decline of

their Imperial greatness with lethargy. The pride of

possessing so vast an Empire had dulled their minds
so much as to render them incapable of making the

decision to change from feudalism to modem in-

dustry. What remains of this Empire is just big

enough to remind patriotic Spaniards of their former
imperial greatness, and just small enough not to

matter at all.

On the whole, the possession of Morocco weakens
more than it strengthens the Spanish ruling classes.

The mere enumeration of the reverses the Spanish
army sulfered in Morocco would fill an entire page.

Each new ignominious defeat undermined the pres-
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tige of the army, exposed the rotten state of its

organization, and added fuel to the propaganda for

reforms. In addition, Morocco acts as a continual

drain on the national finance. In 1926, 176,000,000

pesetas were spent on the Moroccan war. In 1927,

after Morocco was “pacified,” Primo de Rivera had

to keep 90,000 soldiers there at an expense of 74,000,-

000 pesetas. The republic still keeps there 1,500

officers and 35,000 men, of whom 9,000 are Moors
and 6,000 foreign Legionaires. Only once in recent

years, in October, 1934, did Morocco come in handy,

because it supplied soldiers reliable enough to be

entrusted with butchering the miners of Asturias.

Even this measure proved in the long run detrimental

to the Spanish ruling class.

The absence of an Empire and of Imperial aggres-

siveness is one of the main factors in Spanish politics,

as compared with that of almost any other big

country. In the absence of an external enemy—^heredi-

tary or otherwise—^the ruling classes cannot enforce

peace at home by frightening people out of their wits

about dangers from abroad.

The Spanish Popular Front is often placed on the

same line as the Popular Front in France. But what-

ever may be the personal intentions of the leaders

of the French Popular Front, the final result of their

policy can be one only—^to make France more ready

for war. Ever since Hitler’s advent to power. Western

nations have never ceased to keep an eye on war
preparation, whatever else they may do. For an

industrial country, the decisive factors in the next

war are not so much the arms as the minds of the
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people who handle them. All governments are anxious,

therefore, to convince the working man that he has

something to fight for. Much in recent Russian and

English politics can be understood only on these

lines. The reforms of the French Popular Front,

while leaving the capitalist system untouched, give

to the workers, by contrast with Nazi Germany, the

feeling that they have something to defend, and that

France is their country and fatherland, and worth

fighting for. After the government of the Popular

Front will have succumbed to its innate contradictions

—^as explained in Chapter V—^the improvement of

the workers’ standard will remain as a permanent

incentive to fight the battles of French Imperialism

with enthusiasm and patriotic loyalty.

The dynamics of the Spanish Popular Front are

of a different nature. There are no spheres of influ-

ence, and there is almost no Empire to defend. The
function of the Popular Front is not to make the

country ready for war, but to bring it up to date

and to effect the long-delayed change from feudalism

to capitalism.

The Feudal Iandowners

It is quite amusing for the members of a social

group to be devoid of any social function. Never-
theless it has always become disastrous in the end.

There is no case in history in which the ruling group
for a considerable time. The feudal lords, for in-

did not contribute something positive to society
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Stance, were almost indispensable for early mediseval

society. They defended the producer. The capitalists

did much to develop and direct the productive re-

sources of Europe. Their power declines in the degree

in which paid directors take over the more useful

of their ftmctions. The Spanish aristocracy is devoid

of any conceivable social task. Its disappearance

would leave no gap anywhere, except in the luxurious

caf&, etc. The Spanish landowners are consumers

pure and simple, drones lacking even the social func-

tion of the drones. The vast majority of Spanish

landowners take no interest in their estates. They are,

as we saw, absentee landlords. The Spanish aristocrat

also fails to serve the country in any other capacity.

As an administrator or as a soldier he is corrupt and
incompetent. He is, indeed, more parasitic than the

members of any other ruling class.

Noblemen and sons of noblemen form the majority

of army officers. Their patriotism was revealed re-

cently when, in Low’s words, they attempted to save

Spain from wiping out the Spanish people with their

Moors and foreign legionaires. The Russian aristo-

crats had lost the game when they called on the

foreign invader to protect their property from the

people.The professional patriot of the Spanish aristoc-

racy may be able to devastate Spain with Italian

shells and foreign troops. They may be able to

gamble away the Balearic Isles to Italy. But they

will never be able to rule the country again and to

dominate the burning hatred of the people of Spain.

When unchallenged, they were a mere deadweight.

When challenged, they first run away, and hope in
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the casinos of France and Italy that the priests and

the English Dukes may give them back the good life

which formerly was theirs. When they find that the

country can do without them, they rather destroy it

than allow the people to rule themselves. Now they

will share the fate of the Russian noblemen, sooner or

later, but inevitably.

The Church

Qericalism is an evil unknown in Protestant

countries. In England and Germany, the clergy had

their claws drawn 400 years ago. They have become

comparatively insignificant spiritual shepherds, whose
excursions into politics are academic and without

much consequence. The Roman Catholic church, how-
ever, never ceased to be an important political institu-

tion. It has never ceased to invoke Jesus in political

matters. The clergy is the biggest reactionary political

body in Spain. The Church is the biggest proprietor

of land and buildings. For centuries, it has not ceased

to accumulate wealth. According to Buckle, the Cortez

in 1616 observed “that not one day passes without

laymen being deprived of their property for the bene-

fit of the clergy.” This process has gone on in all the

years of clerical rule, checked only occasionally by
anti-clerical rebellions. The Jesuits in particular, have
invested heavily in industrial undertakings. The
gigantic waste of public money in Morocco is fre-

quently attributed to Jesuit investments in the mines
there. The Church bases many business enterprises
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on its charity. Not that this is peculiar to Spain. But

it is done there on a much larger scale than anywhere

else. Orphanages, for instance, allow the Church to

monopolize the laundry trade in many districts. The
fear of purgatory provides them with an incessant

flow of donations from rich people. In this way a

certain amount of antidericalism has developed

among the disinherited sons of the richer classes.

Historical observation shows a direct connection

between misery and Church power. The tourist who
goes to Spain for the purpose of admiring churches,

occasiondly might notice that the bigger the cathedral

the filthier the slums. The Church is, perhaps, the

only organization in modem society which stands to

lose by economic progress. The economic progress of

a modern industrial society gives people far greater

security than they ever had before, rids their minds

of many of the fears which form the soil of religion,

and provides them with easy access to numerous
amusements which are far more attractive than the

church services. Finally, by furnishing the masses

with at least a superficial knowledge of modem
science, economic progress has proved disastrous to

the Church’s claim to infallibility. Roman Catholic

countries are industrially backward compared with

Protestant countries. The clergy cannot fail to notice

that in an industrialized country like Britain indif-

ference to religious matters has all but destroyed their

power, that in the United States even tJie com-
mercialism of the churches cannot avoid the rapid

decline of religion,* and that in Germany a rival

* For the facts see Calverton, “The Fassmg of the Clods.”
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nationalist religion, together with the after-effects

of Marxist propaganda, have reduced the Church

to insignificance. Only if they can manage to keep

Spain as a semi-feudal country, do the priests have

any chance of keeping their power. Republicans and

socialists alike thus regard them as their most deadly

enemies. If the different factions of the working-

class movement get really angry with one another,

they accuse each other of “Jesuitism,” and their

polemics are adorned with epithets like “la Jesuitica

perfidia de los stalinianos,” “the Jesuitism of Clari-

dad,” “la Jesuitica infamia de Pietro.”

All Spanish movements, whether bourgeois or

working class, must be anti-clerical if they want to

get away from feudalism. The reader must bear in

mind that the Spanish priest resembles his parish

priest as one egg does another—^but the one egg is

made of chalk and the other is real. The Spanish

clergy made a mistake which at the moment the

Russian Communists are anxious to repeat. Instead

of refuting their opponents as best they could, they

tried successfully for centuries to suppress their doc-

trines by force. In 1824, for instance, a Royal Order
confiscated all books imported from abroad and all

those printed in Spain between 1820 and 1823, a
period of Liberal rule. In this way the priests have
stagnated. They have plump and vulgar faces. I

noticed that they did not look very emaciated arirl

that their brow showed no mark of having been
kissed by the sweet lips of thought. Thin fanatics are

few and far between. The Spanish clergy have failed

to acquire the new, more elastic and broad-minded
26
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methods the Roman Catholic Church has adopted in

countries where they had to undergo the painful

lesson of competition. The vast majority of the com-
mon people do not like the clergy—except for many
women. The ordinary people greet one another in

the street. Never did I see anybody give a friendly

greeting to a priest. On the railways, in the third

class compartments, the lively conversation ceases

when a priest comes in. He is frozen out of the com-
partment, and prefers to stand in the corridor. Once
the process of freezing took 23 minutes. But then the

priest could stand the icy atmosphere no longer. But
when the train stops at one of the innumerable

Spanish stations, the priests lean out of the window
and greet the Guardia Civil who is their real friend.

As in Russia, the priests have associated them-

selves closely with a dying regime. The fall of

reactionary governments always is accompanied by

acts of violence against the Church. The Liberals

of the 19th century, often profoundly religious, con-

verted churches into stables. They sold the convents,

some of them for 30 reales (6s.). In 1909, the

anarchist workers burned churches and convents in

Barcelona. Rafael Shaw who visited Spain in 1910,

said at the time

:

"Ts there any previous instance in history of a
mob, said to be composed of the lowest and most de-

graded of the community, firing monasteries, convents

and churches, while they left public buildings, banks,

and rich men’s dwellings untouched?” ("'Spain from
Within,” p. 185.)

Under Primo de Rivera the Church identified itself
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with the dictatorial regime. Primo de Rivera raised

the salaries of the clergy and carried through their

educational policy. A far-sighted Canon of Oviedo

wrote in 1929 in The Social Reform that when

“this exceptional regime disappears, all the present and
future adversaries of the dictatorship will fall like

wild beasts upon the Church because we have sup-

ported and eulogized a regime which, as a matter of

fact, does not have the approval of the Church.”

The Canon proved right. At the moment the clergy

are closely connected with the fascist terrorists. In

about 150 cases an act of fascist terror has been

avenged by burning a church. No British socialist,

however radical he may be, would ever dream of

burning a church. Each national church receives the

treatment it deserves.

The Church and Education

The clergy are chiefly responsible for the lack of

literacy in Spain. To be sure, one might argue that

in many respects it does not matter for the education

and cultivation of a man’s soul whether he can read

or write, and that education and lette'fs are two very

different things. In fact, the acquisition of the art

of reading, under the influence of the profit motive
in the capitalist press, has led to a considerable spread

of cheap and loud vulgarity among the masses, has
deprived them of much of their natural dignity and
naivety, has made them dependent on the drug of
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the printed word, and caused them to lose sight of

many of the essential aspects of life.

When returning from illiterate Spain, I acquired

an English paper on the boat in Calais. The greater

part of the front page was devoted to the picture

of a cat, which was supposed to be the only living

witness of a murder, and to a long story about a

parson who had struck his wife with a wounded dog.

That is the sort of spiritual food which a great pro-

portion of the masses derive from their ability to

read and write. One might envy many a Spanish

peasant who escapes this sort of literature, which, far

from instructing, merely stimulates or stupefies.

But be that as it may, for the material welfare of

a modern nation, literacy is a vitally important factor.

History shows that in the degree in which a country

becomes industrialized, the working masses receive

some sort of education, not so much from a desire

to enlighten them, as from the necessity of training

efficient servants of the machine. It is indeed techni-

cally almost impossible, or at least very expensive, to

leave the modem instruments of production in the

hands of illiterates. In all industrialized countries,

compulsory education became a matter of course. It

was only in semi-feudal countries like Russia and

Spain that revolutions were necessary to win educa-

tion. In Spain, as in Russia, it is in the main the

church which has feared that the word of God might

not be able to stand up successfully against the com-

petition of books and newspapers, and which has done

everything to prevent the masses from learning how
to read and to write. As a result, 46 per cent, of the
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Spanish people above six years of age are illiterate,

the highest percentage in Europe. Yet, in 1859 already

education was made compulsory.

Analphabetism is, naturally, greatest in the agri-

cultural districts of Spain, where it reaches up to

60 and 70 per cent, whereas in the industrial districts

of Catalonia and Vizcaya, it is only 20 to 30 per

cent. Under the monarchy, $0 per cent of the popu-

lation received no education at all, 25 per cent, were

educated by the State, and 25 per cent, by the Church.

The quality of Church education is very poor. How-
ever, the Church has always been opposed to lay

schools, and the murder of Ferrer, the Catalonian

founder of lay schools, in 1909 created at the time

a wave of indignation throughout Europe. Ferrer has

remained a hero of European progressives, and when
the Daily Herald (on May 7th) referred to the

“notorious” Ferrer, a wholesome storm of protest

arose among socialists.

For the Socialists, the education of the masses is

just as much a vital matter as it is for the industrial-

ists. When Pietro was asked why there was so

much turbulence in Spain, he answered (May 15th),

“The ignorance of the masses has made possible these

lamentable disturbances. But the Republic is not

responsible for this ignorance. The fault lies with

the monarchy, which did not want to educate the

people.” The branches of the Socialist Trade Unions
and the Socialist Party run adult classes—especially

in the provinces—in which they devote most of their

time to teaching first letters and the elements of calcu-

lation to people who hardly know how to read and
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write. The Socialists even open children’s schools, to

supplement the inadequate municipal schools.

As regards the political education of the worker,

the old reformist bureaucracy disapproves of theory.

They are afraid that discussions and polemics might

raise doubts in the minds of their members, and that

the quietude of the party might be disturbed. They
congratulate each other on their lack of theoretical

interest, and are proud of “dealing with practical

questions in a practical way.” As one of them ex-

pressed it, they consider that “while poor in books

and ideas, they are sure of their social function,

conscious in Aeir action, and scientific in their

tactics.” The younger generation, however, shows

a very marked curiosity about political and theoretical

questions. They have witnessed the disasters created

by merely muddling along, and in the Spanish

Socialist Party, as in the British Labor Party, a fierce

struggle of the generations is going on. In recent

months I have frequently been annoyed when, after

making a speech which disturbed the older elements,

one of them took me aside, tapped me on the shoulder,

and said in a paternal way, “My boy, when you be-

come older, etc.” To my surprise, I find that this

situation is reproduced accurately in Spain. If one

of the younger socialists shows some revolutionary

zeal, they take him aside, tap him on the shoulder and

say soothingly, “My boy, you must have read that

in the books.” And what is in the books naturally

does not exist for people who are completely absorbed

in their administrative routine. The older members

of the Party just read their paper, and nothing else.
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They attempt to get the young people away from

politics altogether, although they have not succeeded

as well as in this country. It must be remembered

that the Spanish bureaucrats are far more ignorant

about issues lying outside their daily routine than

their reformist brothers abroad, just as the igno-

rance of the Spanish ruling class has no parallel

abroad. The erudition of the Spanish upper classes is

usually illustrated by the story of an ex-minister who
visited the Palace of the Popes in Avignon. After his

visit, he remarked to his secretary, “An interesting

place, but as to that story of the guide that the popes

lived here for many years, I can hardly believe it. If it

were true it would be known.” *

As regards Socialist political education, the best

Labor colleges were in the prisons. Prison life is a

part of the regular experience of every militant

socialist. One of the writers quoted in this book, Juan
Andrade, has for instance been in prison no less than

24 times. In periods of reaction, just the most ad-

vanced elements are crowded together in the prisons.

Under the Lerroux government, about four thousand

prisoners were herded together in the prisons of

Madrid alone. One of them, now editor of Claridad,

told me how seven or eight of them were together in

a cell, and how they used their leisure to hold classes,

teaching Marxism, foreign languages and the prin-

ciples of Trade Union organization, how they listened

to lectures which could not have been given outside,

and how many of them emerged from prison as con-

scious Marxists and revolutionaries. Recently, the

*3. de Madariaga, “Spain,” page 114.
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youth have prepared a scheme for political education

and classes in Marxism, but the older people are

bitterly opposed to this scheme and hamper it in all

possible ways. Under the period of repression, the

books in the party libraries were burned. Now
libraries are recovering and some of them are again

in existence.

At the same time, a sort of University Extension

has been built up. Some years ago, the University

students went on strike against Primo de Rivera

and the Jesuits. In the course of this strike, a number
of professors who were Republicans and therefore

more or less to the Left, started lectures outside the

University. In this way the University Extension

movement began. It is very strong in Barcelona,

where the Atineu Enciclopedic Popular collects in

the evening many students of a type similar to the

W. E. A. students in this country. Further, in May
and June, they gave a series of conferences on the

problems of socialization of agriculture, industry, etc.

Both industrialists and Socialists, from different

motives, have an interest in educating the working

masses. The industrialists need education in order to

train the workers to fit into the factories, the Right

Wing Socialists hope that it will make the masses

less turbulent, and the Left Wing Socialists that it

will train them into efficient and intelligent fighters

for their emancipation. Naturally, the type of educa-

tion demanded is different in each case. But what has,

up to now, the Republic, under the influence of both

industrialists and Reformist Socialists, done for
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education? It has done practically nothing at all.*

The school buildings are poor and completely inade-

quate, often without air and sun, and in many places

the school is worse than any other building in the

village. School teachers are underpaid; they are,

indeed, the worst paid state officials. Whereas the

average salary for officials in the post office and the

finance ministry is about 5,000 pesetas a year, that

of the school teacher is only 3,500 pesetas. 56 per

cent, receive 3,000 pesetas, 31 per cent, receive 4,000,

and the rest more. The worst paid policeman gets 355
pesetas a month, but half the school teachers get only

235 pesetas a month. According to the Constitution,

the school is free, compulsory, and non-clerical

(laica). As a matter of fact it is not compulsory, be-

cause 50 per cent, have no opportunity to go to

school, since there are no schools. It is not free because

the children’s parents have to pay for books and ma-
terial and because vacancies are usually found only

in schools which demand a fee.

An article of the Constitution has abolished the

right of religious bodies to run schools. This policy

is called “laicism” by the Republicans, and “sec-

tarianism” by the Roman Catholics. The Ministry of

Public Instruction can seize the buildings which
religious orders use for their schools. Nuns rarely

obey written instructions. They insist on yielding only

to force. The same scene occurs again and again.

Police arrive, the nuns protest, but then leave the

place “in the presence of many pupils with their fam-

*The following data are derived from “La escuela de hoy y la
de mafiaaa,” by Gironella, in La Ntteva Era, May, 1936.
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ilies, and many working women, mothers of the pupils

in gratuitous classes. Moving scenes took place

when the nuns left the college of St. Isobel.” (La
Vanguardia, May, 1936.) Frequently the socialist

municipalities have evicted religious orders without

authorization from the Ministry, and they often

proved strong enough to act against the law. There-

fore, if we can believe the Constitution, if we can be-

lieve the numerous accounts in the reactionary press

of moving eviction scenes, we should conclude that

education has been taken away from the religious

orders, that the religious schools are closed, and that

at least half the population now receives state educa-

tion—^an education which, to be sure, fosters the spirit

of docility and discipline, but which at least is no
longer purely mediaeval in spirit. But the Republic is

weak, and it has not managed to put much in the place

of religious instruction. In Barcelona, for instance,

30.000 pupils are still instructed in religious schools,

33.000 in municipal schools, and 51,000 in “special”

schools, which in many cases are directly dependent,

financially, on Roman Catholic organizations, and
the staflF of which frequently belong to the religious

orders. Primo de Rivera created one thousand new
schools a year. The Republic has created six thousand

schools in five years. TTiese figures illustrate the dif-

ference between the actions of the Republic and its

benevolent and progressive phraseology.
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The National Question

A survey of the causes of social unrest in Spain

would be incomplete without an account of the move-
ments for national independence. Spain was the first

country in Europe to establish national unity at the

end of the 15th century. But the different regions re-

mained separated from one another by high chains of

mountains—^natural obstacles to communication. For
centuries Spain remained a conglomeration of badly

governed feudal provinces, with a nominal sovereign

at the head. The separation of Catalonia and Vizcaya

was largely at the bottom of the Carlist wars which

consumed so much of Spanish energy in the 19th

century. The nationalism of the provinces is the more
important for the Spanish revolution because just the

industrial centers*—Catalonia and Vizcaya—^are at

the same time centers of anti-Spanish nationalism. In

Russia, the rebellion of the suppressed nationalities

had considerably aided the workers’ revolution. In
Spain it performs a similar function. It turns a great

number of middle class people against the central

government, the separatist fight for de-centralization

threatens the State with pulverization, and when suc-

cessful, weakens the resistance the central government
can put up against the revolutionary movement.

*It is usually forgotten that not Madrid, but Barcelona is

the biggest town in Spain. It is instructive to compare the
relative growth of the two towns :

—

1877 1900 ISBS 193s
Barcelona . . . . 280,000 S33,ooo 74&000 1,250,000
Madrid . . . . 400,000 539,000 790,000 1,000,000
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The nationalist movements of Vizcaya and Galicia

are less important than the Catalonian movement for

independence, and therefore here we deal only with

the latter.

Public life in Barcelona clearly bears the imprint

of the nationalist aspirations of the province of Cata-

lonia. We find a distinct racial t3^e which, as the re-

mains of Catalonian art show, has preserved itself

with remarkable uniformity ever since i,ooo a.d.

Accustomed to life in the mountains, the Catalonians

show an independence of mind and a craving for

liberty which finds some expression in the kind of

politics they like, and in the irregularities of Cata-

lonian architecture. In all cotmtries the fight for na-

tionality has been the fight for the right to use one’s

own language. The Catalan language is used for all

municipal signs and announcements in Barcelona, and

on many shops. Numerous newspapers, both bour-

geois and working-class, appear in Catalan. Catalan

is in daily use among the workers. The Catalonian

flag—^red and yellow stripes—^is seen far more fre-

quently than the Spanish one. At the same time, there

are evidences of a long cultural tradition. Many
streets bear the names of great Catalonians. Many
monuments commemorate events, mostly of an anti-

Spanish nature, in Catalonian history. The literary

output in Catalan is considerable. Many theaters use

the Catalonian language. A distinct type of Catalan

architecture has been developed. S. A. Clark gives a

good description of it in “Spain on £io”

:

“One simply cannot believe such architecture until

one sees it, for photographs soften the riotous mon-
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strosities. It consists in wild undulations, in 'weeping

plaster’ effects like stalactites that have dripped for

aeons in a high wind. The grill work of the balconies

undulates too, and iron streamers, ribbons and cupids’

bows dart off at the oddest tangents. Ships just out

from the buildings in a violent attempt to add still

more to the ornament. Frequently lurid paint (high

reds, fighting blues, and insistent greens and oranges)

add their climatic touch.” (pp. 245-246.)

The most conspicuous building in the town is the

church dedicated to the Sagrada Familia, the pride

of Barcelona, modelled on Montserrat. Incredibly

sumptuous museums collect Catalan art, which was

at its best in the 15th century, when under the King-

dom of Aragon and Catalonia, Barcelona was one of

the leading commercial towns in the Mediterranean.

Catalan nationalism is based, as everywhere, both

on tradition and economic circumstances. Catalonia

for centuries had enjoyed political independence, and

although united at an early date with Aragon and

Castile, she always retained much of its independence.

In a twelve years war between 1640 and 1652, she

defended her liberties against Philip IV, with French

aid. In the i8th century a new rebellion aimed at an

independent republic. Catalonia, was defeated. In 1714
most of her institutions were suppressed, and most of

her liberties were taken away. Between 1822 and 1845
the remainder of Catalonian law and administration

was suppressed. But just at the moment when Cata-

lonian nationalism seemed dead, its resurrection

began. It is important that those who are used to re-

garding Catalonia as a part of Spain should remem-
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ber that she has become so only at a very recent date,

and only after fierce and violent struggles.

When in the 19th century the national spirit awoke
all over Europe, Catalonia also experienced a renais-

sance. The revival began about i860 as a romantic

literary movement. The Catalan language again

became a mode of literary expression. Similarly Ger-

man and Italian nationalism began as literary move-
ments, and owe much of their consciousness to men
like Grimm, Jahn, Manzoni, etc.

The revival of the old festivities and of the old

literary language was the first conscious expression

of Catalonian nationalism. The motto of the early

pioneers was, “A people that finds its language finds

itself again.” The Catalan language had ceased to be

used by the educated classes in the i6th century, but

it had continued to be spoken by the lower classes, by
“illiterate peasants,” and “by the rabble of the town,”

as Madariage expresses it. Soon a nev^ set of writers

stirred up the hatred against the Spanish oppressor.

The Catalonians had always shown a strong legal

ability. It was they who, in the 13th century, had

created the first code of maritime law in Europe. The
tradition was now taken up again, and Catalan law

was revived and in 1880 a congress codified Catalan

civil law.

In 1868 a political re^onalist movement took

shape, and in 1892 a program was laid down at Man-
resa which formulated the demand for complete in-

dependence in matters of internal administration.

The political movement grew in strength each year.

The turning point in modem Spanish history, the
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loss of Cuba and the Philippines, had involved the

Catalonian industrialists in immense expenses for a

war for which they disclaimed all responsibility. It

had meant a loss of colonies just at a time when in-

dustrialists all over the world had awakened to the

desirability and necessity of having colonies. The
agitation against Spanish inefficiency and corruption

increased, and gave a new impetus to the desire for

administrative autonomy. In 1899, Dr. Robert, a
great figure of the nationalist movement, became

Mayor of Barcelona. Even the Church had to join in

with the movement, and demanded “to be instructed

in Catalan about the things of Heaven.”

Nationalist movements are sound, justified and
usually irresistible. The eyes of the outsider are, how-
ever, often painfully struck by the conceited nonsense

of their more vocal spokesmen. Some Catalonian na-

tionalist writers claim racial superiority over the

Spaniard on the ground that Catalan skulls are sup-

posed to be bigger than Spanish skulls. This argu-

ment echoes that a German Fascist who proved the

inferiority of the workers as a class by showing “sta-

tistically” that wide hats are more expensive than nar-

row ones; he concluded that the working class has

got the smaller skulls. When French writers estab-

lished a claim to the Rhine they spoke about Caesar.

Catadan writers indulge in long discussions as to

whether one thousand years ago they had been a
separate nation with a national consciousness of
their own. De Valpra’s mind is still preoccupied with

the wrongs inflicted upon Ireland under Cromwell.

The Catalonian intellectuals have not yet overcome
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their resentment that Barcelona, a flourishing trading

center in the Middle Ages, had been ruined about

1500 by a ban on its trade with the newly-discovered

American possessions. There are also many discus-

sions among the intellectuals as to whether the Cata-

lans are “Europeans exiled in Spain,” and already

before they have liberated themselves they speak of a

“greater Catalonia,” and intend to annex Valencia

and parts of France on doubtful historical grounds.

But this sort of nonsense should not make us lose

sight of the essentially progressive character of Cata-

lan nationalism. The excitement of the intellectuals is

an unimportant by-product of a progressive move-

ment, which in its present form is based on economic

circumstances. The negligence, ignorance and corrup-

tion of Spanish administration may do for agricul-

tural districts : they are disastrous for an industrial

region. Catalonia is the richest part of Spain. She

pays one-fifth of the budget, yet the greater part of

the taxes go to Madrid and are spent largely on other

districts. The central bureaucracy takes little account

of the peculiar necessities of industrial Catalonia, and

again and again has impeded improvements. A typi-

cal case is that 25 years ago Barcelona had to sue ^e
State in order to get permission to have a street

mended. Education has been crippled. Barcelona, the

main industrial town, had attained in 1930 only the

ninth place in the order of literacy. At the same time,

of course, the industrialists need Spain as a market,

and therefore they are opposed to complete separation.

Between 1900 and 1919 Catalan nationalism be-

came an instrument of the Barcelona industrialists.
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They used it as a means of pressure upon the Madrid

government for the purpose of obtaining tariffs for

the protection of their industries. Catalan big busi-

ness threatened that unless tariffs were granted, the

nationalist movement could not be kept in hand. They
insisted that tariffs were the only way of preventing

the secession of Catalonia. In almost all cases the

government yielded.

But matters became different when a strong work-

ing-class movement developed in Barcelona. The
separatist desires of the industrialists vanished. They
sought protection in an alliance with their fellow in-

dustrialists throughout Spain. Madariaga has ex-

pressed this change of mind in the following candid

and tactful words

:

“Experience has shown that Labor matters in Bar-
celona are of so grave a character that though often

mismanaged by the Central Government, an exclusively

Catalan government would probably be too weak to

handle some of their more serious aspects.” (“Spain,”

P- 305-)

In this way the nationalist movement became the

property of the middle classes, who without very

definite objects demanded an autonomous republic.

The Republic bestowed a certain amount of adminis-

trative independence upon them. (The “Generalidad,”'

about which we read in the newspapers, is the gov-

ernment of the autonomous region of Catalonia.)

The Lerroux government attempted to abolish the

liberties of Catalonia and in Ais way furnished

the revolutionary workers with valuable allies. For
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the middle classes of Barcelona the independence of

Catalonia is an article of faith. They will oppose any
government that tries to tamper with it.

How far has the Labor Movement made use of

the discontent of the suppressed nationalities which

constitute one-third of the Spanish population? The
Socialists have given their somewhat half-hearted

support. Their policy is guided by the desire to avoid

either of two evils—^the loss of the nationalist vote

and the breaking up of the central state.

A look at MacDonald’s treatment of India and the

Iraq might suggest that Socialists lack sympathy with

the struggle of oppressed nations. Socialists are often

heard arguing that socialism aims at a world state,

that nationalist emotions are therefore reactionary,

and that in consequence, guided by the ideal of the

brotherhood of man, one is justified in either ignor-

ing or even in actively suppressing the national

aspirations of foreigners. This misconception of “in-

ternationalism” can govern the policy of the British

Labor Movement because it coincides with the

Imperialist mentality of the electorate. In Spain,

however, the Socialists, by opposing the separatist

tendencies of the provinces, would lose much popular

support. The Republic has given a certain amount of

administrative independence to vast areas of the

Spanish peninsula—^to Catalonia, Valencia, Murcia,

Galicia, Andalusia, Vizcaya, Aragon and the Balearic

Isles.

On the other hand, however, the Socialists believe

that the central government in Madrid, being at the

moment very much under their influence, shoidd not
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be weakened. We have now in Spain the curious situ-

ation that Gil Robles, who has always opposed re-

gionalism when his friends controlled the Madrid
government, now wants to extend it even to Castile.

He aims at weakening the government of the Popular

Front. It must further be borne in mind that a com-
plete pulverization of Spain would be equivalent to its

Balkanization. The dozen or so of small independent

republics which would result, would be completely

dominated by Britain and France, and perhaps Italy.

Considerations of this kind are responsible for the

oscillations which Socialist policy has recently shown
in the national question. They may loosen the Social-

ist contact with the feelings of the masses. For the

anarchists, deaf to statesmanlike considerations of

this kind, stand for regionalism unconditionally. Each
defeat of the central state is welcomed as a step to-

wards anarchy.

Different from both Socialists and anarchists, the

solution of the Marxist party is inspired by the ex-

ample of the Soviet Union. The Marxists demand
that the nationalist movement should be used for the

revolution. They demand full satisfaction of all sepa-

ratist claims, in order then to rebuild Spain as a Fed-

eral Socialist Republic. With Lenin, they point out

that a nation is free only if it has the right to sepa-

rate. The right to separate usually ends the desire to

do so. “The true Iberian unity, Portugal and Gibral-

tar included, can be realized only by means of the

triumph of the working class.” (Maurin.)
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Chapter 11

THE POLITICAL FORCES AT WORK

The Parties of the Left

Disunity is the curse of the working-class move-
ment everywhere. In Spain, too, the Left is split into

a number of organizations. The two most powerful

ones are the Socialists and the anarchists. The Social-

ist Party has about 60,000 members, and the Social-

ist Unions (U.G.T.) have a membership of about

1,500,000.

The anarchists, whose ideas have for 70 years won
allegiance among Spanish workers, have formed two
organizations. The one, illegal, is called the Federa-

cion Anarquista Iberica (F.A.I.). It has approxi-

mately 10,000 members. The anarchists have always

refused to legalize this organization, and keep it as a
reserve in case the power of the State destroys their

legal organization, the Confederacion National de

Trabajo (C.N.T.). The membership of the C.N.T.

is about 500,000. The anarchist unions are guided by
anarchist principles, but it would be a mistake to as-

sume that all their members would claim to be anarch-

ists. Every worker can join the union, whatever

may be his political or religious opinions. The C.N.T.,
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founded only in 1911, attempts to co-ordinate the

efforts of free and autonomous local unions by a

minimum of centralization. It is thus only by con-

tinuous propaganda that the anarchists can maintain

their influence in the C.N.T. Seventeen years ago, the

Russian Revolution had made a profound impression

on the rank and file of the C.N.T., with the result that

the anarchists lost control and the second Congress

of 1919 decided to join the Third International and

to aim at the “dictatorship of the proletariat.” A fierce

internal struggle followed. The anarchist unions were

paralyzed for years, helpless against the terrible re-

pression under Primo de Rivera. But in the long run

the old anarchist ideals gained ground, and now they

again determine the policy of the C.N.T. The influ-

ence of the C.N.T. is unequal in different parts of the

countries. Some tovms, like Zaragoza, Valencia,

Gijon and Barcelona, are anarchist centers. Thus in

the South is the province of Andalusia where the

anarchists stimulated and directed the savage rebel-

lions of the land-workers, and the wine district of

Rioja in the North. Barcelona, dominated by anarch-

ists until quite recently, publishes the SoUdaridad

Obrera, the anarchist daily. In addition, anarchist

weeklies and monthlies appear in many provincial

towns.

Ever since 1911 many attempts have been made
to unite C.N.T. and U.G.T. But in each case the dis-

crepancy of their aims and ideals proved greater than

the workers’ need for unity in their own ranks.

In addition, Moscow is represented by the com-
munists, who give 50,000 as their membership.
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Everybody who knows how the CP. calculates its

membership is aware that this figure is in excess of

reality. The central organ of the communists appears

in Madrid, and is called “Mundo obrero.” Their

leader, at the moment, is Jose Dias, a typical bureau-

crat, like Pollitt and Thorez. The chief centers of the

communists are Madrid and Vizcaya. Their organi-

zation is not very strong. Their policy makes it im-

possible for the communists to become a considerable

force in a revolutionary country. Their policy during

the last year was dominated by the fear of endanger-

ing the Franco-Soviet pact by energetic mass action.

They argued that the present Liberal government of

Spain is the ally of France, that France is an ally of

Russia, and that therefore the present Spanish gov-

ernment is an ally of Russia, and should not be em-
barrassed. For this reason, they curb mass actions

like strikes. Or they divert the energies of the workers

into innocuous channels, and show themselves far

more preoccupied with Thaelman and the U.S.S.R.,

than with problems of the Spanish worker and peas-

ant. Driven by Moscow’s foreign poliqr to the Right

Wing of the socialist movement they cannot compete

successfully with the anarchists and Left Socialists

who voice the aspirations of the Spanish workers and
peasants. As everywhere, Russian administrative neg-

ligence has spread to the communist party of Spain.

I went to a meeting for Thaelman in the arena of

Madrid. The meeting was due to begin at 8 o’clock.

It began at 10.20. A record even for the C.P.

Far greater than the influence of the communist

organization is the influence of the ideas of Leninism
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which indeed have become one of the major forces

in Spanish politics. At the moment the ideas of Len-

inism fuse with the anarchist traditions of the Span-

ish working class, and a new synthesis is on the way
of being achieved by the Socialist Youth (which com-

prises also the communists), and the followers of

Caballero.

Finally, one must mention the Partido Obrero de

Unificacidn Marxista (P.O.U.M.). Although weak

in numbers—it comprises only 8,000 members—^this

party is likely to have a big future in front of it. Its

leader is Joaquin Maurin. The “Marxists” have a

very considerable influence in Barcelona. This fact

gives them a weight far in excess of their numbers,

for today’s ideas in Barcelona are tomorrow’s ideas

in Spain. The most prominent writers of the socialist

movement are connected with this party. This book

owes much to their works and to the help they gave

me. In some towns like Gerona and Leri^ the

“Marxists” have fused with the Agrarian Union.

Recently they founded a Trade Union which, accord-

ing to the information, has about 60,000 members.

The P.O.U.M. issues two papers. La Batalla, a Span-

ish weekly, founded in 1928, and Front, a weekly in

Catalan language. The majority of the Marxist

leaders are former communists, who found it impos-

sible to combine obedience to the ever-changing dic-

tates of Moscow with a constructive socialist policy.

The P.O.U.M. signed the election pact of the Popu-
lar Front. In consequence, Joaquin Maurin became a
member of the Cortez. Soon Maurin left the Popular
Front, and opposed the election of Azana as Presi-
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dent, voting, instead, for the Socialist Pena. The
moral and political collapse of the Third International

has created a vacuum in the political life of Europe.

The revolutionary Socialists of the P.O.U.M. try to

fill this gap. Convinced with Lenin that the existence

of a trained vanguard is indispensable for the victory

of the socialist revolution, they attempt to build up a

Spanish Bolshevik Party. In times when the political

scene is subject to rapid changes, the understanding

of the average man is apt somewhat to lag behind the

realities of the situation. The Marxists in Barcelona

hope that their day will come after the workers have

learned fully to realize the extent to which the Comin-
tern has collapsed and to which anarchist Quixotism

dissipates their revolutionary energies.

The Socialists

Two socialist parties in Europe only have proved

capable of learning from experience—^the Russian

and the Spanish. In Western Europe, the Spanish

Socialist Party is the Saul of the socialist movement
—^“from his shoulders and upwards he was higher

than any of the people.” For fifty years Spanish

socialist policy was the same as that of all other social

democratic parties. The Trade Unions grew, the State

drew them into “responsibility.” Four years ago the

socialists had reached the natural end of the tactics

of reform. Discredit and corruption threatened to

choke them. But just when they were on the verge of

moral and political collapse, their majority turned
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round, and under the leadership of Largo Caballero

built up a revolutionary organization. The dramatic

history of the Spanish socialist movement, so typical

in its beginnings, has belied all expectations and fore-

casts by its recent phase. Fifty years of tradition were

thrown aside.

Pablo Iglesias imported socialism from England.

The history of the Spanish Socialist Party (Partido

socialista obrero) goes back to 1879. In 1886 the

paper, El Socialista, was founded. This paper now is

the organ of the Right Wing of the party. In 1888

the Socialist Trade Union, the Union General de

Trabajadores was established. The personal influence

of Iglesias was considerable.He died only in i93S,and

he personally trained the first leaders of the Social-

ist Party. Much homage is paid to his memory, and
I frequently saw badges with his picture. A grateful

Spanish Republic placed his portrait on several post-

age stamps.

For a long time* the socialist movement remained

very small—just a few thousand members, with its

main strength in Madrid, its headquarters since 1889.

Madrid, an artificial capital which exists for the

bureaucratic administration of Spain, lacks industry,

except for the building trade. The employees of

artisans, tailors and small printing works formed the

social basis of “Pablismo.” The overwhelming major-
ity of militant workers in the industrial centers and
in the countryside remained anarchist for deradeSr

For the description of tiie Spanish socialist bureaucracy
I am indebted to Juan Andrade’s classic, “La Burocracia
Reformista en el movimiento obrero.” Ediciones Gleba, Madrid,
1935
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Andrade describes Iglesias’ “opium poppies” (adomi-

deras), as they were called, as a lot of honest folk,

somewhat small-minded and devoted to the cult of

the petty virtues, if possible non-smokers, good
workers and fathers of their families. Humbly and
modestly they hoped that the rich might take a greater

interest in the workers. They strove, not for social

equality, but for the betterment of the workers. Their

leaders loved the detail, the precedent and the routine.

Punctilious administration was their main strengli.

Almost all of them were workers. They have, as

Andrade puts it, being educated “not in the class

struggle but in administrative patience,” and they

hated ever3rthing new, young and violent.

As ever3rwhere else, in Spain the reformist work-

ing class movement brought forth a bureaucracy with

interests and an outlook of their own. They meet the

working class only at public meetings and in the

course of administrative work. The bureaucrat lived

outside the working class quarters. He found his

friends among the middle class and the bourgeoisie.

He and his friends formed a bureaucratic oligarchy

which seized all the power, and maintained it by

methods known in all industrial countries. They over-

awed the average person by impressing him with their

own great experience. They accumulated consider-

able funds. Even under the dictatorship, the Unions

in Madrid had funds of two million pesetas. These

funds naturally paralyzed action. They are hostages to

the enemy who, by threatening to seize them (as for

instance in Germany both in 1914 and 1933), paral-

yzes Socialist action. A considerable part of the funds
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was used for bureaucratic necessities. In 1932 a

memorandum of the U.G.T. showed that in 3J4 years

they had spent 200,000 pesetas on administration and

only 15,000 pesetas for assistance to prisoners. Of
these, both Largo Caballero and Fernando de los

Rios had received 1,400 pesetas each. Ordinary work-

ing class prisoners once received a tiny sum. The
leaders, when in prison, continued to draw their sal-

aries. In addition they got 15 pesetas a day. This

seems not a good beginning for a struggle for social

equality. Old age pensions, health insurance, etc.,

created a vested interest and further helped to perpetu-

ate the rule of the bureaucrats. An army of voluntary

spies, collectors of contributions, porters in the Casa

del Pueblo, etc., kept them informed about the revo-

lutionary workers, and allowed them to take action

in time.

It must, however, be borne in mind that even in

the worst times of bureaucratic rule, in comparison

with other countries, the number of officials was
rather small. In Madrid, about 220 persons were em-
ployed in 1933 in the most important local socialist

organizations and about 1,100,000 pesetas were spent

in 1933 on their salaries.*

Nobody can complain that the offices are over-

staffed. There is one official for each 1,000 members.
It was the power and policy of the bureaucrats which
was disastrous, not their number.

In 1931 the Republic gave the reformist bureau-
cracy its chance. In most European countries social

democraqr had been allowed to participate in gov-
Detailed figures in Andrade, pages 233-253.
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ernment coalitions with the Liberals. In all those

countries the power of the ruling class had remained

unimpaired, but the social democrats had been dis-

credited. The Spanish industrial classes did not,

therefore, run a disproportionate risk by allowing the

socialists to participate in office.

The Republican government at once created ma-
chinery for arbitration between employers and

employees—^Jurados mixtos, Tribunalos Industriales,

etc. The U.G.T, grew by leaps and bounds. The new
social legislation prompted many workers to affiliate.

Numbering three hundred thousand members under

Primo de Rivera, the U.G.T. now has one million

four hundred thousand members.

While they were contemplating cpmplacently the

rapid increase in their membership, the socialist offi-

cials prepared their own downfall. All this new ma-
chinery of arbitration needed a new staff. There were

only a few trained men in the party. Far more jobs

were going than people able to take them. In conse-

quence, one official took a number of offices at the

same time. As the corruption of the German Social

Democratic party had contributed considerably to-

wards the victory of Hitler, so the unscrupulous seiz-

ure of the administrative spoils—^by the way, quite in

the common tradition of Spanish policy—^was one of

the causes which brought about the downfall of the

socialists and of the first Republican government The
press, both bourgeois and anarchist, waged a fierce

campaign. It turned out that a number of socialist

leaders combined between three and six offices each

and received between 30,000 and 70,000 pesetas a
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year as a remuneration for their-toil. The well-mean-

ing officials of Iglesias’ time had turned into career-

ists. They became firm conservatives and interested

in the preservation of the capitalist order. What could

they do without a capitalist to negotiate with?

The Nazis, having removed social democratic cor-

ruption, turned out to be far more corrupt themselves.

It must be borne in mind that also in Spain the middle

class enemies of the socialists are not better, but far

worse, as regards political corruption. As a matter

of course, they use their offices for speculation and

regard them as a convenient veil for their more shady

business operations. “The advocate who is a parlia-

mentarian uses this fact to increase the number of

his clients; the merchant to get contracts and con-

cessions from the State; the journalist for subven-

tions and paying campaigns.” *

In addition, participation in the Liberal govern-

ment compelled the socialists to lend their good name
to a number of measures which were clearly against

the interests of the working class.

“They saw themselves obliged to contemplate how
the repressive forces of the State persecuted the

workers and peasants who were hunted with rifles or

burned alive, and brutalized more even than under
the Monarchy. They had to approve of the creation

of special ‘security’ corps and of the increase in Civil

Guard and Police who did not hesitate to turn their

pistols against them. They had to vote for counter-

revolutionary laws and they took offices which were
harmful to the imity of the working class movement,”

Andrade, p. 249.
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in these words Maurin * sums up the final stage of

socialist disgrace.

But then the unexpected happened. Below, among
the rank and file, discontent grew and grew. This is

not surprising in socialist parties. But what is new
and almost without parallel—the majority of the

leaders of the Trade Union movement yielded to the

discontent of the rank and file and rectified their steps.

In the years between 1933 and 1936 the Spanish

socialist movement has been bom anew.

Socialist Factions

Strictly speaking, we must distinguish three sec-

tions of the Spanish Socialist Party. There is first a
Right Wing, led by Besteiro. The policy of this wing
is guided by antediluvial ideas which correspond to

those of the Victorian Trade Union leaders. Besteiro

opposes a contamination of the Trade Unions by poli-

tics because he believes that the Trade Unions can-

not dare to try and influence the State. In a spirit of

true humility these Trade Union officials “know their

place” and condemn the hubris of workers attempting

political activity.

The mentality of the Besteiro group is so much out

of date that it possesses almost no influence at the

moment, although it would fit in very well with a Cor-

porate State in case Fascism should become the order

of the day. In actual practice, Besteiro’s followers

have now been absorbed by the “Centrists.” The “Cen-

Hacia la segunda Revoludon, p. 81.
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trists” or “Reformists,” led by Indaledo Prieto and by

Gonzalez Pena, fight for domination over the social-

ist movement with the Left revolutionaries who are

led by Largo Caballero. Indalecio Prieto, a burly man
of 53, and an astute politician, is a self-made business

man who, as a boy, sold newspapers in the streets of

Bilbao, and who now owns one of the leading provin-

cial newspapers—El Liberal in Bilbao. In the eyes of

the anti-socialist press he compares favorably with

Caballero. Each day the reader of Spanish newspapers

is told that Prieto is a real statesman whereas Caba-

llero “has his head in the clouds.” Of course, Caba-

llero’s paper, Claridad, thinks differently.

The fight within the Socialist Party will decide the

future of the Popular Front and of Spain. While the

present civil war lasts, the socialists are united. But as

soon as the armed struggle ceases, the divisions will

reappear. Although Spaniards speak of “Centrists”

when they want to describe Prieto’s standpoint, I

shall call them the “Right Wing” in view of the in-

significance of Besteiro’s group.

The Right Wing leaders are anxious to repeat the

German and English policy of a coalition with the

Liberals. Their strength lies, firstly, in the fact that,

at least on the surface, they are very unlike the Noske,

Ebert and Macdonald types. In the October revolu-

tion of Asturias they, and especially Pena, were far

more prominent than the Left. The Left further bear

the responsibility for mismanaging the Revolution of

1934 in Madrid. They were so half-hearted in their

desire to arm the workers that they gave them rifles—^but the ammunition was lost on the way, and one
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still discusses where it might have been at the time.

Whatever may have been the cause for the relative in-

conspicuousness of the Left Socialist leaders in the

October uprising—^most of them in fact were in

prison—^the fact that the glorious memories of those

heroic days are linked up with the names of Right

Wing leaders weighs heavily in their favor. Sec-

ondly, the Right Wing has the machine of the Party
—^not of the Trade Unions—in its hands. While most

of the members of the Socialist Party are followers

of Caballero, the official element is predominantly re-

formist. The machine assumed that Caballero would

get an overwhelming majority at the next Party Con-

gress. They calmly tried to postpone it from Jtme to

October, in the typically reformist hope that some-

thing might turn up. When this proved impossible,

and when the Congress took place in July, they an-

nulled 16,000 votes cast for Caballero, and in this

way elected Pena chairman of the Party.

Further, the Right have concrete plans, for irriga-

tion especially. The Left, like the anarchists, expect

everything from the spontaneity of tiie masses and

mistrust the plans of Prieto. A responsible member of

the Left told me with great satisfaction that the ex-

perts ( !) had found Prieto’s plans to be unworkable.

The faith in the creative abilities of the working

masses is the basis of the strength of the militants of

the Left. It is coupled, however, with an absence of

concrete plans and of a dear theory. This weakness is

usually summed up in the Spanish word “confusion-

ismo.” The doctrines of anarchism and of Leninism,

contradicting each other, struggle with one another
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in the minds of the Left and a new synthesis has not

been fotmd yet.

The difference of opinion centers round two points,

collaboration with the Liberal government and the

speed of socialist change. The Right Wing wants to

enter the government. Prieto argues that social

change must proceed slowly in order not to drive the

middle classes into the arms of the Fascists. He
argues further that the aspirations of the workers

must not go beyond the capacity of capitalist econ-

omy. Strikes may lead to the abolition of profit, but

not to a loss. If they do, the economic system will col-

lapse, and there will be no work. Prieto opposes

strikes by saying that, to be sure, the workers have

Justice on their side
;
but also statistics will have to be

reckoned with; a satisfaction of their demands will

make goods too expensive and in this way will act as

a boomerang. Prieto believes that by turbulence and
violence the working class can only lose, and play

into the hands of the Fascists. I heard his great speech

in Bilbao at the end of May. He justified his desire to

collaborate with the Liberals by arguing that at the

moment the bourgeoisie have lost their head, and that

one must use their confusion to introduce legislation

“which will forever make indestructible the power of

the proletariat.” Right Wing papers approvingly

quote his remark that all the present trouble in Spain
will lead only to “the socialization of misery.”

The Left Wing under the leadership of Caballero,

aim at “socialism in our time.” They insist that one
should learn from experience. They point to the catas-

trophe which has befallen reform in Italy, Germany
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and Austria, and to its sterility in England and Bel-

gium. They have learned from history that it is just

the timidity of reform which is responsible for the

rise of Fascism. The recent rise of the Rexists in Bel-

gium has been amply used to defend their point of

view. The Left further point to experience of the

years 1931 to 1933 when one tried in vain to make a

revolution by a great quantity of decrees. They de-

mand unity, not with the bourgeoisie, but of the

workers among themselves.

The fight between the two sections of the Socialist

Party was up to July a fight without quarter. It was
waged at the meetings. Socialist youth broke up Right

Wing meetings with revolvers and not without the

application of violence. At the meetings of the left,

the cry “Death to Prieto” was a familiar occurrence.

Daily their newspapers insulted one another. Each
section has a paper of its own. The Right Wing con-

trolsE/ Socialista. Recentlythe Left founded Claridad.

Its circulation is now already three times that of El
Socialista. El Socialista hints at Jesuitic money in

Claridad. Claridad is eloquent about the Jesuitic per-

fidy of El Socialista. Each day, columns dwell on the

dishonesty and bad manners of the opposite Wing.

At the end of May, the National Committee of the

Socialist Party came down on the side of Prieto. It

declared that the discipline of the party was endan-

gered by fractions. It threatened to dissolve those

branches which opposed the national committee. It

declared Claridad to be dangerous to the unity of the

party and emphasized that it was the duty of every

member to get El Socialista. In July, the Moderates
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got Pena elected chairman of the Party. Caballero

was defeated; technically at least. But his followers

nurse a grievance. By annulling 16,000 votes, the

Right Wingers have not added to their moral au-

thority.

The Socialist Party has 65,000 members only.

Hopelessly divided among themselves, they have

great difficulty in establishing the long-needed unity

with the anarchists, except when army pressure drives

together the entire Left. It is a hopeful sign that in

the youth movement at least socialists and commu-
nists are now in the same organization. In the Party

itself the struggle will continue, and a split is very un-

likely since Caballero hopes to conquer the machine

of the Party from within. The Left can make light of

the administrative chicaneries of the executive of the

Party. The strength of the socialist movement lies in

the Trade Unions and the overwhelming majority of

their 1,400,000 members stand firmly behind Caba-

llero, their General Secretary.

The Anarchists

Forty years ago, the anarchists were the terror of

princes and policemen. As in the course of evolution

the gigantosaurus has been dwarfed into a lizard, so

the anarchists have been reduced to insignificance by
modern industrial development. Spain is the only

country where a strong anarchist movement has sur-

vived. The anarchists are, in fact, the decisive factor

in Spanish politics. The influence of their spirit is not
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confined to the ranks of their own organization; it

pervades, too, the minds of the left wing of the social-

ist movement.

Anarchist mentality must appear like a strange ex-

otic plant to a person used to the dandelions and but-

tercups of the European working class movement. It

seems strangely out of place in the workshops of the

modem trusts. While everywhere the workers’ move-
ment is bent on attaining comfort and security, the

Spanish anarchist lives for liberty, virtue and dignity.

Perhaps, like Don Quixote, the anarchist is but the

solitary remnant of an extinct species. Perhaps his

very loftiness of spirit will enable him to break the

slavery of modem machinery and of big money, and

his spirit may have a mission even outside Spain. In

Spain, the anarchist survival is facilitated by special

social conditions which give a certain justification to

this movement.

In the scale of anarchist values there is none higher

than liberty. There is nothing worse than coercion.

The short statute book of the anarchist unions merely

aims at guarding this liberty at all costs. The disci-

pline of the members is a voluntary one, and nobody

is compelled either to pay his contributions, or to take

office, or even to go on strike. “A union which needs

coercion among its members, has no moral value

whatsoever for the emancipation of the workers.”

The strength of the union lies in the conscience of the

individual, in his initiative, in his will power. Every-

thing that cripples or fetters the initiative of the

individual, will tend to weaken the union. Not the au-

thority of leaders but coincidence of the desires of
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many individuals is the basis of anarchist discipline.

The emancipation of the workers can come from be-

low only, and therefore one must do everything to

allow the workers’ moral faculties to grow. The
workers cannot be regarded as simply the soldiers of

an army led by Trade Unionists. The success of a

revolution which does not again lead to a new slavery

depends on their vivid sense of human liberty and

dignity. The moral value of man is pushed into the

background by the socialists who, absorbed in the

technical reconstruction of society, are inclined to re-

gard the workers as merely human “material” to be

used wisely. By their example the anarchists hope to

transform each individual wage-slave gradually into

a human being conscious of his own strength and dig-

nity. “The Unions are the work of the workers, of

their idealism, of their conscience, of their necessities

and worries, of their capacities, sentiments and will,

and the workers themselves have to determine all the

aspects of the life of the Union. The workers need

energy, serenity, enthusiasm and intelligence, but all

these qualities will be of little value if there is no
goodness (bondad) in their hearts.” With these char-

acteristic words Esgleas finishes his pamphlet on
anarchism. To the Marxist, the anarchist appears to

have his head in the douds. To the anarchist, the

sodalist seems to have his nose in the mud.
The unfettered liberty and the uncrippled growth

of the individual is the guiding idea in the anarchist

doctrine. Not that there is a fully developed doctrine,

as Marxism boasts of Anarchist doctrine remains de-

liberately vague. “Anarchism is not a doctrine but an
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ideal” I was told dozens of times. A fixed and dog-

matic doctrine would only cripple the free and spon-

taneous initiative of the masses. When you ask an
anarchist for a more detailed description of an an-

archist society, he will reply that there would be no
point in giving one. At the moment, the only task is

to smash the bourgeois state. Plans already in exist-

ence on the day when the revolution is victorious,

would do harm only. The masses would, after they

had once liberated themseves, settle their destiny ac-

cording to their own taste. This negative attitude to

making plans and imposing them from above upon
the masses is also shared by the Caballero socialists.

The anarchists abhor any kind of centralization. It

involves a central bureaucracy that will soon dominate

the workers. An anarchist society will be decentral-

ized to the utmost. Here, the anarchists are inspired

by the traditions of Spanish history. The different

Spanish provinces always remained isolated from one

another, the whole country has never been knit to-

gether into one big economic unit and the central au-

thority always was a source of far more harm than

good. A further point must be borne in mind. Large

scale industry everywhere has been deadly to anarch-

ism, by depriving the movement of its mass fol-

lowing. Large scale industry obviously requires large

and centrally directed economic units which offer

guarantees for comparatively stable markets and com-

paratively stable supplies of raw materials. In large

scale production, the different units of production are

knit together far more closely than they are under

older forms of production. Now in Spain, large scale
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industry is almost absent, and small and middle-sized

undertjikings are the rule. Already at the time when
the struggle between Marx and Bakunin wrecked the

First International, Marx found his support in Ger-

many, England and the United States, whereas Bak-

unin drew his main strength from Spain, Italy and

the Jura, i.e., from districts in which small factories

prevailed. In small undertakings the need for a center

of co-ordination is not felt very strongly. That is why
they can provide a basis for anarchism.

As “libertarian” Communists the anarchists oppose

the Communism of the Third International. As the

enslaver of the individual they detest state-commu-

nism. On the walls of Spanish houses the visitor can

see a monarchist election poster—

a

worker behind a

plough and above him a hand with a whip. The poster

points to State communism. Similar drawings have

been published by anarchist newspapers for many
years.

On principle the anarchists are unpolitical. The
State is an enemy. It must be broken, destroyed, and
smashed to pieces. The Spanish workers, until quite

recently, did not deal with a benevolent State which
gives them schools, health-insurance and unemploy-

ment benefit, and which looks at least as if it were
their State. In Spain, the State for the worker was the

Civil Guard who always helped the boss, who im-

prisoned the worker, shot him down, beat him up
and tortured him. The State was an arbitrary and un-

intelligible law which always helped the landowner
and industrialist, and which always wronged the

worker. The Spanish State combined a maximum of
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oppression, with a minimum of organization. The
anarchist simply hates it. He wants to do away with

it once and for all.

The anarchist refuses to have any dealings with

political parties. Political parties in a modem democ-

racy are open to corruption. They take up the case

of the workers only as far as it suits their own ends.

The workers who gets into the habit of trusting in

their tricks and manoeuvres, loses his initiative and
energy. Afraid of the corrupting influence of Parlia-

ment, the anarchists send no delegates to it. They
have heard that in Parliament the working-class dep-

uty, newly elected, arrives full of vigour and of the

desire to do something. But he soon finds that much
fuss is made of him, that he is flattered, and that quite

imperceptibly he acquires the feeling that he is an im-

portant person differing from his former workmates

by his outstanding abilities and the width of his out-

look. The intricacies of the parliamentary machine

damp his revolutionary vigour, and he becomes either

tired or cynical. He finds that not all the “bourgeois”

are wicked, that quite a number of them, when met
socially, are nice and agreeable people. His social con-

tacts with nice individuals make him forget the social

functions of the bourgeoisie and their responsibility

for the htmger and the exploitation of his former

workmates. New facilities open for making money
easily, and many former workers seize these with a

greedy hand. In this way a genuine socialist, by the

incessant action of almost, imperceptible corrupting

influences, gradually changes into an upholder of the

existing order of society—until the existing order has
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no further need of him, and he ends like Severing or

J. H. Thomas.

The spirit of anarchism—so admirably described

in R. J. Sender’s “Seven Red Sundays”—determines

its tactics. Imbued with an incurable distrust of the

State, of politicians and of Trade Union leaders, the

anarchist knows only one weapon in the revolutionary

struggle—direct action. Working on the assumption

that any intervention on the side of the State in social

conflicts is calculated only to cheat the workers, the

anarchists claim that the workers can rely on them-

selves only. Both the restrictions of the law and the

seductive lures of arbitration machinery must be dis-

regarded. The social struggle must remain a struggle

between workers and their employers. Any outside

interference must be rejected. That is the meaning of

the famous “direct action.” “One can see that ‘direct

action’ is each direct demand of the workers to the

employers, each direct fight of the union against the

coercion of the State, each strike, each demonstration

in the street, each insurrection, and act of violence

applied intelligently in the social struggle.” {Bsgleas

Sindicalismo, p. 41.)

Unfettered by the materialist conception of history,

the anarchists lay great stress on the moral qualities

of the workers, and of their S3mdicates. Their moral
purity is recognized even by their socialist enemies.

Their audacity, coupled with strong self-discipline

and the desire to act violently, has created many
heroes and brought forth immense sacrifices.

The strike is the most usual manifestation of direct

action. Often it is supplemented by boycott and sabo-
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tage. Recently, for instance, the workers of the As-

land Cement Factory were on strike. Thousands of

small posters at once covered the walls of Barcelona

and Zaragossa and Madrid, explaining the situation

and calling upon all transport and building workers

to boycott Asland cement, “Boicot a la Casa Asland/'

As regards sabotage, the reader will find a vivid and

telling description in R. J. Senders’ “Seven Red Sun-

days” of how one evening some anarchists plunged

Madrid into darkness.

Violence, viewed with almost superstitious horror

by so many English socialists, becomes the object of

an almost religious worship in Spanish anarchism.

While our train was slowly moving up the Ebro val-

ley, an anarchist from Zaragossa kindly informed his

“capitalist” friend from England about the merits of

violence. Here are some of his reflections which I

wrote down at the time

:

“Nothing great has ever been achieved in history

without violence. Violence is the natural mainspring

of all action and reaction. Without it there is no life

or possibility of life. The possession of revolvers and

machine-guns distinguishes the free man from the

slave. One might almost say that they are the only

machines which are of real use to the workers. Every-

body who has studied, or perhaps felt, history deeply

enough, must see that as long as social questions re-

main merely a matter of talking and collaborating

and negotiating, nobody feels really serious about

them and nothing great can be achieved. The really

great convulsions and changes in human history have

gripped people so much that they were not content
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only to talk but were willing to sacrifice their lives.

The sins of an old and corrupt system can only be

washed away by violence and in blood. No social

change has ever achieved any stable results without a

great number of the representatives of the old order

being annihilated. The English, the French, the Rus-

sian revolutions compare favorably with those ‘revo-

lutionary’ changes in which the revolutionaries tried

to avoid violence, only to become the victims of their

opponents’ violence.”

In vain did I tell him that our British Labor detes-

tation of violence was founded on the experience of

deep statesmanship, and that he must appear to us as

an incurable romantic or as a boy who had not quite

grown up. For like a boy, he had the naive friendli-

ness and serenity which I found in so many anarchists

and which contrasts strangely with their bitterness

against the men who brought dire poverty and brutal

oppression upon them. He lived in Zaragossa, where,

as he told me, the priests with their gigantic Cathedral

had sucked the life-blood out of the workers and their

families, and compelled them to rot in slums the like

of which I was not likely to find an3rwhere in Europe.

In any case, whether iht anarchist belief in violence

is philosophically well founded or not, it is a social

factor of primary importance and it makes it very

difficult for any government in Spain to settle down
quietly. The bdlot box is regarded as a trick to keep
people in slavery, like the bleeding of Saint Januarius.

Armed insurrection alone can burst open the gate that

leads to the workers’ emancipation.

The technique of anarchist insurrections was orig-
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inally devised by the French revolutionary Blanqui.

First, the authorities of a certain district are fright-

ened and bewildered by a guerilla war of local strikes

and isolated insurrections. The soil being prepared

in that way, some few audacious militants mhke a

coup d'etat. Surprise counts for everything. If the

coup fails another one is prepared. If this fails, an-

other one. “Anarchist obstinacy knows no bounds,”

as the socialist Maurin expresses it

The day-to-day struggle of the anarchist unions

does not receive its impulse from a central authority

but from the spontaneous activity displayed by the

workers in the diffe'rent localities. In this way, the

anarchists are capable of a tremendous drive. But

mdch of it is dissipated by the lack of a central co-

ordination which is not merely due to preconceived

ideas, but largely to the relative autonomy which the

different districts—only loosely coimected—^always

owing to the mountainous nature of the country.

The Anarchists and the Republic.

When Primo de Rivera fell, it was as though a

dam had burst Anarchism, driven undergrotmd and

just appearing as a slight trickle on the surface of

Spanish public life, again showed the strength of a

torrent. Millions of workers in the first years of the

Republic placed their hopes in the C.N.T., as the one

revolutionary organization. The following figures

show the growth of the membership of the C.N.T.

:
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1914 25,000

1918 500,000

1923 1,000,000

1931 1,500,000

Maurin describes anarchism as “the bastard child

of socialist opportunism.” We have showed how
much of its strength the anarchist movement derives

from the reactionary nature of the Spanish State,

from the geographical decentralization of the Span-

ish provinces and from the special character of Span-

ish industrial production. But among the factors that

make for anarchist power in Spain, hostility towards

reformist socialism is perhaps the most potent one.

For more than 60 years, an implacable war has been

waged between libertarian communists and State

socialists. All means, foul and fair, are used—^argu-

ments, calumniations and revolvers. After some days

of gathering information in Spain, I could not fail

to see that the two hostile brethren were very much
inclined to “speak evil of one another”—^to put it

mildly. In June this year the whole cause of the revo-

lution was threatened by the consequences of this en-

mity. The C.N.T., on principle, joins any strike be-

gun by another Union “in order to avoid incidents.”

But in the case of C.N.T. strikes, the U.G.T. often

urges its members to continue working. Friction natu-

rally arises, and in June a number of revolver battles

took place. The reactionaries believed to have won.
The self-discipline of the workers triumphed this

time, but similar outbursts of violence among
workers can occur at any moment and wreck the

progress of the revolution. We can be sure that the
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reactionaries have their agents provocateurs in each

of the rival unions.

But in the years after 1931 the fight against re-

formist socialism attracted all those workers who
were discontented with the collaboration of socialists

like Prieto and Caballero in the Republican Govern-

ment, and who wanted a revolution, their own revo-

lution. But, with remarkable inconsistency, the same
anarchists who always refused to compromise with

reality as far as ^‘socialist’’ reforms were concerned,

had often found it quite easy to come to an under-

standing with the Republicans. In the revolution of

October, the anarchists—except in Asturias—sabo-

taged the workers’ movement. Their affection for the

old Republican, Lerroux, was largely responsible for

the passive and even treacherous policy they pursued

at that time. Anarchist prestige received a serious

blow.

A year later, the Popular Front brought the anarch-

ists into new difficulties. In 1931 already many
workers who formerly, under anarchist influence,

had abstained from voting, voted for the first time.

In 1936, the anarchists themselves had to recommend
participation in the elections. No anarchist candidates

were included in the lists of the Popular Front. Yet

the anarchist vote decided the election in favor of

the Popular Front, Since the material conditions of

the workers are definitely better now than they were

imder Lerroux or under Primo de Rivera, it is diffi-

cult to maintain that political action is of no value

whatsoever.

A second difficulty arises out of the transformation
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of the State. As long as the State was a pure tyrant,

a negative attitude was justifiable. But now the State

begins to do something for the worker by social legis-

lation. Should the worker continue to rely only on

direct action, or should he use the machinery of arbi-

tration? The difficulty is great. In fact, after Febru-

ary, 1936, the State has intervened so frequently on

behalf of the workers that repeatedly I heard from

workers the phrase, “and the government, that is us,

the workers.” The anarchists have seen the danger.

I can do no better than translate faithfully the words

in which Morales Guzman, an anarchist from Gra-

nada, sums up the situation as he sees it*

:

“The stomach, the economic necessities of the

working-class home, are the worst enemies of the

revolution. An increase of some pesetas can appease

hunger. Since many workers lack the right conscious-

ness which would make them resist the weight of this

egoistic materialistic disease, negation results for the

movement. And when one neglects to foment in the

working class the conscious and responsible revolu-

tionary spirit, many of the exploited will prefer to

strike only for more wages, fewer hours of work
and more amusement Today, with all these wage
increases, one sees them go through life without any
urge to put their lives into the service of the barri-

cades. This attitude, in the present momentous period,

represents the worst possible cowardice.

“At the meetings of the Unions one talks of noth-

ing else any more than of working conditions. If a
comrade speaks about the necessity of creating the

*Solidaridad Obrera, 19.6.36.
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moral force for revolutionary measures, he is told by

some militants that there is no hurry with that, and

that there will be time enough yet

^^As long as the instruments of production are not

yet in our hands, all our economic gains can be nulli-

fied again.

“We have to fight for all the needs of the exploited

class, not imagining that we can satisfy them under

this system—for that is impossible—^but in order to

destroy the causes of those needs with the help of a

revolutionary “shock’’ and by the explosion of the

social revolution in the entire country.”

In Spain, the reformist Sancho Panza, of the Trade

Union Movement, fat, sturdy and comfortable, has

found his Don Quixote. Sancho Panza will find the

ideas of his master noble but ineffective. Don Quix-

ote might answer that the world would be worse off

but for the disappointed idealists who keep on striv-

ing.

Fascism

In the long run, a civil war in a modem country is

terminated by either socialism or fascism. It is pos-

sible to build halfway houses in times of comparative

social stability. A deep crisis which has uprooted

social stability has only two ways out, socialism or

fascism. When Hitler’s victory brought him power,

almost without any resistance from the socialist or-

ganizations, the fascist idea received a new impulse

all over the world. In Spain, too, a number of fascist
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groups were formed, and gained a measure of sup-

port in the latter half of 1933- The son of Prime de

Rivera was the leader of a group of black-shirted

fascists, who wore a badge of five arrows through a

Roman yoke. Several groups existed, calling them-

selves National S}mdicalists, Phallanx, Juntas, etc.

The propaganda of these groups had been declared

illegal in March, 1933. This, of course, did nothing

but drive them underground. At the same time, Gil

Robles founded the Accion Popular. From Hitler he

had learned the method of whipping up mass support

through the emotions by parades and mass meetings.

His social ideas were inspired by Dollfuss’s Catholic

variety of fascism. Gil Robles had seen that the fas-

cists can win only as a mass movement. He tried to

gain some footing among the workers by playing up

to the anarchists. At the end of 1934 he made a num-
ber of speeches against the growing influence of the

State, either under State capitalism or State social-

ism. But at the same time he made these attacks in

such a way as to antagonize the anarchists more than

to attract them. He said, for instance, that the State

more and more “kills the initiative of the individual

and of the family, especially by developing State pub-

lic services. In the spiritual field, too, it kills indi-

vidual initiative by taking over education as its own
obligation. It substitutes benefits for individual char-

ity. All this is an enormous danger, and the adminis-

tration becomes more and more expensive and at the

same time threatens individual initiative, and in

consequence the State budget grows constantly.”

(Maurin, “Hacia la segunda Revolucion,” p. 230.)
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Remarks like these, while they fail to impress the

anarchist worker, nevertheless show Gil Robles’ line

of attack against the republican government. They
show that Spanish fascism of the Gil Robles type is

imbued with the traditionalist ideas of the good old

times. It fails to appeal to the more progressive people.

Nevertheless, the mass support which Gil Robles man-
aged to collect considerably contributed to the Right

Wing electoral victory in Autumn, 1933.

By his enemies, Gil Robles is continually accused

of being financed by the big land-owners, banks and

by the Jesuits. In Spain I could see on many houses a

poster by which he replied to these allegations. The
posters showed his plump and well-dressed figure

speaking to an almost innumerable audience of peo-

ple. Then the heading ‘‘This is my power.” As a mat-

ter of fact, Gil Robles’ mass support consists almost

entirely of the rich and a number of Catholic middle-

class families, i.e., all those whose existence is bound
up with the property of the landowners.

Before the civil war broke out, all over the coun-

try a number of clandestine circles existed which pro-

duced unrest and scandals, often by assassination of

political opponents. They intended to discredit the

republican government by demonstrating that it was
unable and unfit to rule. I was told that almost all the

fascist workmen after the victory of the Popular

Front had joined the anarchists. It remained a mat-

ter of doubt whether they were actually converted, or

whether they went as agents provocateurs, for the

purpose of stirring up unrest and damaging, by

strikes and sabotage, the economic prosperity of the
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country, in this way manufacturing evidence against

the republican government In May, a clandestine

meeting of 28 fascists, each of them armed with pis-

tols, was surprised by the police, and the fascists ar-

rested, some of them from under the beds. Apart

from political assassination, the fascist circles fos-

tered the export of capital as a patriotic duty. They

assisted actively in smuggling Spanish money out of

the country in order to embarrass the government.

Spain, like many other European countries, has no

stable currency, and has to safeguard it by compli-

cated laws. Nobody is allowed to take more than

$60.00 out of the country. When I took a registered

letter to the post office, I was told that registered let-

ters must be handed in open, in order to enable the

official to see whether they contain any banknotes. I

complained that I had no other envelope handy. The
official, with a practised hand, simply opened the let-

ter before my eyes without doing any damage to it

—

the fruit of many years of censoring letters.

The prospects of the fascist “pistoleros’’ are not

very rosy. They are disunited, and possess neither

leader, not ideas, nor stable organizations. Gil Robles

has disappointed them.

Maurin (Hacia la segunda Revolucion, p. 229) says:
fascist leader requires either intelligence, like Mus-

solini, or a great passion, like Hitler. In Gil Robles up
to now—but it is possible that the future may reserve

some surprise for us—one has witnessed neither that

which makes the strength of the Duce nor that which
makes that of the Fiihrer. Gil Robles vacillates, and
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does not know exactly what he wants. On occasions

he gives the impression of a sleep-walker . , . when
he lets himself go, he endangers his political positions,

creating havoc in his own party.

At first he felt converted by fascism. He took part

in 1933 in the Nazi Congress in Nuremberg. But later

on, when in 1934 he read the famous speech of Musso-
lini in which he officially pointed to the great crisis

which Italy experienced, when he saw the assassina-

tion of DolHuss by the Nazis and the slaughter of the

30th of June in Germany, the fascist enthusiasm of Gil

Robles began to decline. He then attempted to conciliate

fascism and democracy, the corporate state and popular

representation, the authority of the state and individual

liberty.”

In July, the death of Calvo Sotelo was a great loss

to Spanish reaction. He was easily their most intelli-

gent and energetic leader. Primo de Rivera’s son is

too young, unbalanced and inexperienced. Too many
people still remember the dictatorship. Fascism holds

out not a prospect of vague hope, but of tangible dis-

appointment. Experience shows that it takes people

at least twenty years to recover from disappointment

in war. It may take them at least ten years to forget

the record of the dictatorship. With their monarchical

and clerical ideas, the fascists have difficulty in at-

tracting the masses. They are small gangs of ^^pisto-

leros,” and in spite of rumors to the contrary, Hitler

did not win as the head of a small gang of knuckle-

duster boys, but as the acknowledged leader of

17,000,000 voters. The Spanish fascists are thus still

in the process of development and immaturity, di-

vided among themselves, without a dear line and
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without a leader. Big business is not on their side yet.

The fascists are too much allied to the agrarians. The
Republican government is determined to fight fas-

cism. It rounded up the plotting fascists three times

in its short career, in August, 1931, July, 1933, and

July, 1936. Fascist attacks prefer the summer;

workers’ attacks, winter.

But there were some factors which worked for the

fascists, until recently. The number of unemployed is

growing. Spain numbers 1,000,000 unemployed now.

The unemployed might become an easy prey of fas-

cists who promised to spend 1,000,000,000 pesetas on

rearmament and 300,000,000 on military airplanes.

The attack of the workers by means of the strike may
drive big business and agrarians together. That sec-

tion of the republican parties which lives on profit is

already beginning to be disappointed with the repub-

lic, and has moved perceptibly to the Right. Without

being fascist in the proper sense, the Right Wing
Press, "A.B.C./" "El Debate/’ "Informaciones/’ etc

,

tried to act as Hugenbergs to a prospective Hitler.

The officers of the army nourish fascist ideas

—

a,

vague conglomeration of monarchism and the desire

for a strong man, for army power and for keeping

down the canaille.

But history shows that only the mistakes of the

working-class movement create a chance of victory

for fascism. Fascism has always been the result of a

broken revolution. Spanish fascism can win only if

the lethargy and weakness of the government dis-

credits democracy, and if socialism is discredited by
the workers quarrelling among themselves, instead
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of making a united bid for power. By making war on

the Spanish people, the army has brought things to a

head. The fascists are discredited, as the Russian

Whites were. Only a Spain in ruins will bear their

rule.
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Chapter III

POLITICAL EVENTS UP TO 1935

The 19th century, used by Britain to amass fabulous

wealth, saw in Spain numerous revolutions and civil

wars between, on the one side, the liberals who wanted

to modernize the country, and on the other side the

army, navy, police and clergy. The Peninsular War,
in which France and Britain fought for their domina-

tion over Spain, had almost destroyed the resources

of the country. Spain, later on, had very little chance

to recover, because civil wars are usually much more
disastrous and destructive than external wars. I re-

member in Germany a university professor saying,

after listening to a commtmist speech, “When we
fought the French and bombarded one of their hos-

pitals, we at least apologized later on. If we came to

blows with these commtmists there would be no
mercy and no decency left on either side.” As regards

his own side, the events of 1933 proved his words
only too true.

Through all this bloodshed and disorder, the Span-
ish liberals gradually made some headway. Industrial-

ization took place, especially after 1868, but on a

much smaller scale than in other coxmtries. Exces-

sive taxes, devoted to financing the civil wars and a
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rapidly growing central bureaucracy, crippled trade.

But nevertheless, the imports and exports increased

four-fold between 1850 and 1913, the population had

grown from 15.7 million in i860 to 19.9 million in

1910, and the receipts of the treasury had been al-

most doubled between 1883 and 1913.

At the end of the century, Cuba, Porto Rico and

the Philippines, after repeated rebellions, achieved

their desired independence from Spanish mismanage-

ment, only to be taken over at once by the United

States. The circumstances in which the Spanish-

American war was lost, hurt Spain’s national prestige

terribly. But the war proved to be the turning point in

modem Spanish history. For 300 years Spain had

been like the Pole whose sledge was followed by

wolves, and who threw out one baby after another,

but remained complacent, saying to himself at each

loss, “Oh well, why worry. I am not completely lost

yet. Look, there are some babies left still.” But about

1900 Spain had nothing left. At first, profound pes-

simism spread. The inferiority of Spain tmder mod-
em conditions had been definitely rabbed in, the self-

complacency of the nation shaken. A regeneration

started which culminated in the present revolution.

It is a pity that history shows us that only terrible

blows will shake national self-complacency. Slighter

incidents like Britain’s defeat by Mussolini are not

likely to start a wave of regeneration in this country,

for “look how many babies we still have.”

The Spanish-American war, apparently a blow to

Spanish prestige, regenerated Spanish morale. At
first it seemed disastrous for trade, but it proved a
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boon. Much capital -which had been wasted in the

Spanish possessions abroad could now be invested at

home. While working on this book, I found that there

could be hardly a more profitable occupation for an

Englishman at present than to study very carefully

and thoughtfully the history of the Spanish Empire.

Spain, after 1874, was ruled by the big land-

o-wners. Imitating England in everjrthing, these land-

o-wners had formed two groups, the one founded on
Castile and the other upon Andalusia. They called

themselves liberals and conservatives respectively.

There was no essential difference between them. They
were like two branches of one trust who advertise

against one another in the papers. The working class

occasionally grew restless. Once only, in 1909, did a

serious revolution take place, in Barcelona. This in-

surrection was caused by the Catalonian movement
for independence, by the general crisis in the govern-

ment, and, to a certain extent, by the Russian revolu-

tion in 1905. The insurrection, led by anarchists, was
brought to a head by one of the frequent disasters in

Morocco. The workers of Barcelona who were going

to be sent to Morocco preferred to resist.

The Great War came, and industry grew by leaps

and bounds. It had all of a sudden to supply the Span-

ish internal market, and in addition found a ready

market among the belligerents. The economic struc-

ture of Spain changed and dissolved the basis of the

political power of the big landowners. The possessing

classes in the countryside ceased to be regarded as the

representatives of die country as a whole, and the

docility of the electorate began to fail them. In 1917,
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business people, middle classes and workers joined in

a series of rebellions. They were defeated. But the

new economics continued to demand new politics. The
world crisis of 1921 brought things again to a head.

A number of temporary measures were taken, but

the unrest continued to grow. At last, in 1923, the

King fired his last shot The ultimate device of any
government when in serious trouble, a military dic-

tatorship, was established.

The Military Dictatorship

In 1923 Alfonso XIII had made a decision which

in the end proved fatal to him. Between 1902 and

1923 he had had thirty-three Cabinets. In other

words, each one lasted only about months on the

average. Alfonso XIII was quite successful in thus

preventing Parliament from becoming so strong as

to embarrass him. But at the same time he prevented

his ministers from governing properly and from de-

veloping a mature and stable policy. Now, in 1923,

during a severe crisis, Alfonso XIII saw himself

pushed along by the industrialists * and by the army.

He persuaded General Primo de Rivera to establish

a dictatorship.

It is well Imown that Hitler’s victory was hastened

by the Junkers’ fearing an investigation into the

Osthilfe scandal. In 1923 the Spanish army saw its

considerable political influence endangered by the

*It is significant that Prime de Rivera took i>ower in

Barcelona, an industrial center.
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military disaster in Morocco, in July 1921. An in-

vestigation was opened. This inquiry would have

shown the personal responsibility of the ICing, who
in a letter to a subordinate General (discovered in

1931), had ordered the attack, over the head of the

Commander-in-Chief. The republican party, rather

timidly, began to hint at this fact in Parliament. Thus
Parliament had to go. On September 15th, the investi-

gation into the conduct of the military chiefs in Mor-
occo was to begin. On September 13th, the coup d’itat

took place.

Present-day Spanish revolutionaries owe much to

Primo de Rivera. He did much to liberate them from
the nightmare of fascism by showing fascism at work
and thus depriving it of most of its attraction for the

working masses. In 1923, however, the masses wel-

comed enthusiastically the dictatorship or, at least,

they proffered no serious resistance. The middle

classes, in true fascist style, were neutralized by
promises and by a demagogic attack on the corruption

of former governments. The Social Democrats re-

mained neutral. They defined their attitude in the fol-

lowing characteristic words : “Adversaries of the old

state of things, they disapprove of the military move-
ment which brought it to an end; but in view of the

impossibility of realizing their own ideal in the pres-

ent circumstances, they preserve a calm attitude of

expectation.” (quot. in Baerlein, p. 278). The anarch-

ists, disinterest^ in politics and suffering from the

effects of internal strife and of recent severe repres-

sion, offered no resistance.

Primo de Rivera, by his somewhat hasty and ill-
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prepared coup d'etat, was the first consciously to imi-

tate Italian fascism in Europe. Soon both Alfonso

XIII and Primo de Rivera paid a visit to Mussolini

in order to get his advice. Up to 1928 things went

pretty smoothly. In August 1924, it is true, the army
had another catastrophic breakdown in Morocco.

This time, however, with the collaboration of the

French army, Primo de Rivera managed to defeat

Abdel Krim. The Moroccan situation has remained

comparatively quiet ever since. The dictator's eco-

nomic policy satisfied the industrialists and financiers.

Vast programs of public works were planned and
even begun. In 1925 a Ten-year plan foreshadowed

the expenditure of 3,500 million pesetas for public

works. In addition 2,600 million pesetas were to be

spent on the railroads between 1925 and 1930. Pub-

lic works like roads, railways, canals, etc., increased

the value of property. Large government loans fur-

nished profitable investment. The public debt was
increased by one-third. The policy of economic na-

tionalism—demanded by Catalonia and Vizcaya

—

was carried through consistently. High tariffs kept

out foreign competition. All coal consumers were

compelled to use at least 40 per cent. Spanish coal.

At the same time, the workers were kept in their

place, the strikes were reduced to about one-fifth or

one tenth of what they were before. The industrialists

could without resistance carry through the rational-

ization of their enterprises. The power of the State

paralyzed the workers’ efforts to resist a decrease in

their wages. The peasant insurrections, so conspicu-

ous between 1918 and 1921, suddenly ceased. The sue-
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cess of the theocratic military monarchy seemed as-

sured.

In a somewhat despotic manner, Primo de Rivera

also looked after the poor and lonely. It was t)^ical

of his mentality that he was very proud of having

spent State money on rescuing for poor families in

need, the garments which they had placed in the pawn-

shops. He further made some of the usual fascist con-

cessions to the workers. Instead of wages he offered

honors. For long service in a factory a worker could

receive the Medalla del Trabajo. He also made some

feeble efforts to establish the Corporate State. Many
Social Democratic leaders in Italy intended to collab-

orate with Mussolini. They were not allowed to. In

Spain, however, the Social Democrats had never been

in a responsible and powerful position. They, there-

fore, were not discredited, and Primo de Rivera

looked upon them as the future pillars of his cor-

porate state. He created quite a number of jobs to

Social Democratic officials, and hoped in this way to

bind them to his system.* The workers in Barcelona

had demanded a share in the administration of the

factories, and a fixed percentage of the profits. As a
halfway concession they received mixed tribunals of

employers and employees.

But after 1928 the world crises set in, and Primo
de Rivera was not its only victim. Now the warnings

came true which Maura had uttered in the first days

of the dictatorship when he had said that “the dic-

tatorship can be compared with a bicycle going full

*A list of state positions held by socialists under Primo de
Rivera is given in Andrade, p. 242.
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Speed. So long as it goes, it keeps its balance but at the

moment it is stopped it will fall to the ground.” In

1928 it stopped. Primo de Rivera gradually lost every-

body’s support, that of the army, industrialists and
middle classes. His authority had vanished already

when the support of the army crumbled away. To be

sure, of the 3,500 million pesetas foreseen by the re-

construction budget in 1925, 1,500 million pesetas

were destined for the army and navy. To be sure, the

dictator had found numerous civil jobs for his mili-

tary friends. But he was unable to satisfy all the de-

mands of an army which in Spain is nothing more
than an institution for providing jobs for the better

classes and an instrument of political bullying. Primo
de Rivera, being an infantryman, got into conflict

with the artillery officers, who combined against him
with the leader of the Conservative Party, Sanchez

Guerra. When Sanchez Guerra was arrested in 1929,

a court of carefully selected brigadier generals found

him not guilty. When he entered the court, his judges

rose to their feet. The people could not fail to see that

Rivera had lost the support of the army.

The crisis compelled the government to suspend

the loans and the public works just when the indus-

trialists needed them most. The agrarian crisis

diminished the revenue of the landowner, who was
used to living an easy life in Madrid or Barcelona

or Toledo on the work of his peasants, and who now
devoted his ample leisure time in the cafes to grum-
bling about the weakness and incompetence of the

dictator.

About this time a petroleum monopoly was created.
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Spain began to import great quantities of Soviet oil.

This step annoyed English and American financiers.

By a strange coincidence the peseta lost much of its

value, and reached a point as low as that touched in

the Spanish-American war.

At the same time, the middle classes became rest-

less. Dissatisfaction among the middle classes in

many countries is indicated first by students’ troubles.

The dictator had done ever3rthing to strangle the in-

tellectual life of the nation by a rigid censorship and

by yielding on all educational questions to the de-

mands of the clergy. Now the Jesuits insisted that

the examinations in one of their colleges should get

the approbation of one of the universities. The uni-

versities were convinced that the teaching in this col-

lege was of a very low quality. The Jesuits won, and
the government published a decree to this effect. All

over Spain the students revolted. After a prolonged

fight, which included street battles between police and

students, the government yielded. Women students

were prominent in this fight.

It was strange to see how the middle classes, so

fond of worshipping great and strong men, overnight

altered their views about the personality which had
appeared to them almost as a divine saviour. Hitler

and Mussolini will find in this experience something

to ponder about. Again it was shown that for the

middle classes the great man is the successful man,
and that they are unable to see human greatness di-

vorced from success. If they see that a man is suc-

cessful, they at once invest him with all the qualities

which a perusal of books about Caesar and Napoleon
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has made them associate with a great man. I£ he

ceases to he successful at once the halo of greatness

disappears. In Spain, the middle classes discovered

that their Duce after all was nothing but a glorified

corporal who shouts orders right and left, and who in

his simple mind believes that a dictator is a man who
orders other people about. What formerly had ap-

peared as a firm and iron grip over affairs was now
resented as an uninformed, impatient and arbitrary

dabbling with intricate problems. The interference of

police officials with the private lives of the people had
been hailed as a determined struggle against Bolshe-

vism. But now the middle class man became annoyed

at the police interfering with his after-dinner speeches,

spying on his conversations, opening his letters, and

doing everything that is necessary to combat Bolshe-

vism efficiently. The intelligentsia began to feel that

the persecution of the greatest minds in the country,

like Unamxmo, was a disgrace to the country since

it was no longer justified by economic stability and
good meals in the evening. The whole hollowness of

middle class worship for the great man was again

exposed.

At the end of 1929, the Estampa had asked Primo
de Rivera what he thought about the year 1929. He
answered : “It may go to hell. It was a most unsym-

pathetic year. I hope 1930 will bring me the rest that

I desire.” 1930, indeed, gave him the rest he desired.

Faced with this discontent in the army, industrial and

middle classes, and at the same time afraid that the

workers would seize the first chance to revenge them-

selves, the King, in order to save himself, dismissed
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Prime de Rivera in January, 1930. But he had miscal-

culated. It was he who now was made responsible.

Formerly it had appeared as if the King was always

good, but somewhat unlucky in the choice of his min-

isters. Now the King himself was made responsible

for his dictator. All over Spain demonstrations took

place, and ever3rwhere the slogan was “Down with

the King.” The fall of Primo de Rivera was the first

act of the Spanish revolution. A new general, Ber-

enguer, tried to revert to constitutionalism In vain.

A dictatorship destroys the possibilities of solving

social conflicts by peaceful gradualism. The censor-

ship had deceived the rulers about the true feeling of

the country. They permitted an election. The victory

of the Republicans was overwhelming. On April 14th,

1931, Alfonso XIII fled the country, harassed by the

memory of Louis XVI. The Republic began its career.

The Republic

At first the Republic showed great energy. In the

Cortez Constituyentes, the Right had 42, the Centre

136 and the Left 291 seats, 117 socialists among
them. In August, 1931, the religious orders are dis-

solved. The former dictator, Berenguer, is condemned
to twenty years’ imprisonment for high treason. In

October women’s suffrage is granted, by 160 to 121

votes. A law for the protection of the Republic is

passed. In November the Cortez find Alfonso XIII
guilty of high treason. The former king is declared

outside the law. In December, the constitution is
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passed, and the election of Zamora as president takes

place, with 362 out of 410 votes. In January, 1932,

the property of the Jesuits is seized by the State. In

September, 1932, a law confiscates the land of the

grandees, property worth about 25,000,000 pounds.

This series of measures shows an energetic govern-

ment, a government which almost reminds us of

the Jacobins.

There were early signs, however, to show that the

red cap alone does not transform a Liberal into a

Jacobin. The constitution is a typical Liberal docu-

ment. It is modeled on the ill-fated constitution of

Weimar. Like the Weimar constitution, it indulges in

empty phraseology. For instance, its first article de-

clares “Spain is a democratic republic of workers of

all classes, which organizes itself into a regiment of

Liberty and Justice.^' A number of articles further

remained empty words in the first years of the Re-

public, for instance the articles 10 to 22 which give

autonomy to the different districts. Article 34 abol-

ishes the censorship. Nevertheless, all Left Wing
Spanish newspapers appear with large blanks, due to

the censorship. The right of asylum envisaged in

article 30 is continually broken. Article 46, which de-

clares work in its different forms to be a social obliga-

tion, has never been put into force, unless sitting in

cafes and drawing dividends is regarded as a new
form of work. Of the entire constitution of Weimar
in the long run only one article survived the vicissi-

tudes of the time. This was the famous article 48,

which declared it to be constitutional to suspend the

constitution. Similarly, article 42 in the Spanish con-
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stitution enables the government “in the interest of

public security” to abolish by decree most constitu-

tional liberties. As in Germany, governments are very

fond of invoking this article. Although the Republic

guarantees to each worker the conditions necessary

for existence “in dignity,” it has not been very suc-

cessful in that direction. The only new feature of the

constitution is its respect for the League of Nations,

which is mentioned repeatedly. But if the constitution

declares that “Spain renounces war as an instrument

of national policy” (article 6), subsequent events in

1934 showed that a war against its own citizens was
not a war but a police action, long before the Arch-

bishop of York decided to draw a distinction of this

kind. To sum up, judge by its phraseology the Spanish

constitotion is a very well-meaning document. But

it is little more.

From the end of 1932 onwards the Republican

government got into serious difficulties. The record of

the Republic in the economic field was not at all envi-

able. Progressive governments are often lucky in that

they take power just in time to shoulder the responsi-

bility for a world crisis. We find that in Germany and
England socialists were burdened with the responsi-

bility for the effects of the last crisis in the eyes of

everybody who did not study economics. So in Spain

was the Republic. The reactionaries with one voice

blamed the government for the crisis.

They could point to the fact that the issues of new
capital by limited liability companies had declined

steadily. At the same time, the strikes had increased:
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1927

Issue of
Capital

1,709 million pesetas

Number of
Strikes

107

1928 2,824
“ it

87
1929 213

“ u
96

1930 802
“ <c

402

1931 534
“ ec

734
1932 42

“ cc
681

1933 51
“ c<

1,039

Between 1930 and 1932 the import of chemical

manure had increased by 220,000 tons, to drop again

by 160,000 tons in 1933. The Republic was blamed. It

also had to take the blame for the bad harvest of 1933.

The agrarian law was met by sabotage eveiywhere

;

the proprietor “has to suspend his initiative,” as the

Marques de Ybarra* expresses it. A capitalist crisis

usually disappears because prices go down, and in

this way the surplus products can be absorbed. In the

great capitalist countries prices decreased by 20 to 35
per cent, between 1928 and 1934. In Spain they rose

by 24 per cent. The production of iron was halved

between 1924 and 1934. Whereas the depression in

the big capitalist countries reached its deepest point

in 1932, it continued to grow in Spain. In December,

1933, Spain had officially 620,000 unemployed,

among them 395,000 land-workers.

In consequence a period of reaction set in, in the

3^ears 1933 to 1935. In March, 1933, fascist propa-

ganda was declared illegal. In July, the Soviet Union
was at last recognized. But in August the law for the

protection of the Republic was repealed. In December

'“Estudio ecAndmicosodal anterior y posterior a 1931,”

V- ISI.
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a new Cortez was elected. It included 207 Right Wing
deputies—62 of Gil Robles’ Accion Popular—99
Left Wing deputies—^among these 58 socialists and

one communist—^and 167 deputies belonging to the

Centre. In January, 1934 the establishment of con-

centration camps was announced, and in April an

amnesty for Right Wing offenders was passed.

On June 8th Azafia, Left Republican, had resigned*

In September Lerroux, Right Wing Republican, had

formed a government. In April, 1934, it was replaced

by the Samper government, the structure of which re-

sembled that of von Papen in Germany. Samper was
unable to maintain order. His chief counter measure

against the strikes was a solemn declaration that

Spain was absolutely quiet The wave of strikes never

ceased for one moment in all these years. In the be-

ginning of September, the proprietors of Catalonia

held a big meeting. A general strike in Madrid was
the workers’ answer. In Asturias Gil Robles holds a

Fascist parade, which is answered by the general

strike, and by the entrance of the anarchists into the

alianzas obreras (the United Front). Socialists and

communists held in Madrid a mass meeting of 100,-

000 persons. The police searched the working-class

quarters for arms, and the People’s House in Madrid
was closed. Special tribunals—created originally by
the socialists—imprisoned workers by the hundred.

The ruling class was in plain panic. On October 3rd
the Fascists of Gil Robles entered the government,

and the following day the workers mobilized every-

*The following account is based on Maurin, “Hacia la

segunda revolucion” Ch. 12 to 14.
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where. The insurrection in Barcelona and Asturias

began.

In Barcelona the situation was singularly favorable

for a successful insurrection. The Madrid govern-

ment tried to take away the liberties of Catalonia

and thus had antagonized the middle classes. The
workers, except for the anarchists, were united in the

alianzas obreras, a form of local councils. They pro-

posed an alliance to the nationalists of the Generali-

dad. The rebels could count on many of the peasants

in the Catalonian countryside. But nevertheless, the

insurrection ended as a farce.

The alianzas obreras declared a general strike. In

spite of the opposition of the anarchists, the strike

was complete. Up to October 5th, 1934, the anarchists

alone could call forth a general strike. Times had

changed so much that a general strike was possible

despite them. The Catalan nationalists, however, were

divided among themselves. A republican and a fascist

wing fought one another fiercely. At the same time

the nationalists were afraid to lose by an alliance with

the workers. In case of a fight a socialist republic

would be the undesirable outcome. A mass demonstra-

tion took place. The workers demanded arms. Auto-

mobiles were confiscated by the alianzas for couriers.

A workers’ militia was being formed. The alianzas

seize a government building. Their representatives

enter the houses of political opponents and confiscate

arms. On the evening of October the 6th 10,000

workers are organized in the militia. Everjrthing de-

pends on what the Generalidad will do. For the Gen-

eralidad has about 10,000 armed policemen. The
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army’s loyalty is doubtful as far as the soldiers are

concerned. And there are only 5>ooo soldiers. In the

evening the nationalist leaders prodaim the Catalo-

nian Republic from the balcony of the Generalidad.

But they refrain from using their armed forces. Only

the badly armed workers resist the army. Some fierce

fighting took place. Even to-day a number of build-

ings still show traces of the bullets and shells. On
October yth law and order is restored. The anarchists,

over the wireless, announce their intention to resume

work. For one more day the general strike continues.

Then work is being resumed. For the first time Bar-

celona has failed to lead the Spanish revolution. This

failure will soon lead to a regrouping of political

forces in Barcelona.

Very different was the insurrection in Asturias,

which led to the establishment of a commune. Maurin
explains why the Asturian workers had the great

honor of being in the front of the fight. Madrid lacks

a big industry. Barcelona suffers from a continual

influx of land workers and of unskilled workers, who
while giving the movement an explosive character,

deprive it of steadiness. Asturias is populated by
workers who are used to conditions of big industry.

For twenty-five years they have worked steadily,

building up the co-operative organizations, trade

unions, cultural institutions, newspapers, etc. The
Asturian workers were the first to break the spell of
the military dictatorship by their strike in 1927. In
October, 1934, they were united in the alianzas obre-

ras. Socialists, anarchists and communists for the

first time collaborated in one organization.
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The Commtine in Asturias lasted a fortnight, from
October 5th to 19th. The movement was organized

by the mine-workers of Mieres, a small and dismal

village twenty miles south of Oviedo. The main ob-

ject of the struggle was Oviedo, the provincial capital

of Asturias. On October 5th about 200 workers

formed the first company of the Red Army in Mieres.

They were armed with revolvers and—^being miners
—^with d3mamite. Three companies of soldiers and

policemen opposed them. After many hours of strug-

gle the better equipped government troops were

beaten. The news of the victory soon spread through

the whole mining district. In many villages police

quarters were stormed and the arms seized. Oviedo

was conquered. In Trobia twenty-seven cannons and

twelve machine-guns were seized. On October 6th

the rifle factory De la Vega was occupied. The soldiers

left it without a fight. Their officers wanted to bum
the rifles in the factory, but no petrol could be found.

The workers tried to be helpful by finding two bottles

of brandy instead. But the brandy would not bum. In

this way 21,000 rifles and 200 machine-guns fell into

the hands of the workers. Soon they were distributed

throughout Asturias. But ammimition was scarce. In

Oviedo the banks were occupied and the money seized.

A guerilla war was taking place throughout the prov-

ince. Two sergeants from Oviedo went over to the

revolution, and directed the military operations. The
factories worked day and night to transform the con-

fiscated motor-cars into armoured cars, and to man-
ufacture hand-grenades.

Money is abolished, complete ‘‘war communism"^
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reigns. The distribution of goods is directed and con-

trolled by the workers’ committees, which issue sheets

of paper “valid for one kilo of bread,” etc. The sale

of alcoholic liquor is prohibited. The troops of the

government do not dare to approach Asttirias, and

meet with sabotage eveiywhere.

Soon, however, the consequences of fifty years of

working-class disunity make themselves felt. The
Asturian miners see themselves isolated. The Cata-

lonian insurrection collapses Madrid keeps quiet.

Still, the government is so doubtful of its own troops

that it has to fetch troops from Morocco, the Foreign

Legion. Aeroplanes are sent over Asturias which first

drop proclamations and then bombs. The revolution-

aries fail to increase their supply of ammunition. The
cannons are mismanaged and get out of order. On
October iith it is clear that the fight is lost. The
workers of Spain are not yet united. Nevertheless, it

takes the government troops eight days to overcome

the revolution. 5,000 men attack Llano, and sixty rev-

olutionaries hold it for hours. The village Cim-
adevilla can be seized only after the revolutionaries

are all dead. The women everywhere take an active

part in the fight.

On October 19th General Ochoa, of the counter-

revolutionary army, concluded an armistice with the

revolutionaries. The General knew that it would take

him weeks to defeat the Red Army. He was willing

to accept a compromise. The miners promised to dis-

band the Red Army General Ochoa—^now living in

the U.S.A.—^agreed that the Arabs and the scum of

the world’s population organized in the Foreign
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Legion should not enter the mining villages. Ever
since the days of Wat Tyler, the ruling classes have
broken agreements concluded with rebellious peasants

or workers. The Asturian miners laid down their

arms. The Arabs and the Foreign Legion invaded the

mining villages.

Most socialists know Lissagaray’s description of

the blood-bath that followed upon the Paris Com-
mune. If it were not for Hitler, one might say that

the atrocities of the Spanish troops in Asturias had
one precedent only—^in the Paris of 1871. The Span-

ish troops combined the brutality of Thiers with the

refined cruelty of Hitler’s guards. There is not one
atrocity mentioned in “The Brown Book of the Hitler

Terror,” which was not committed in Asturias. In

many villages dozens of workers were bound together

with rope, and then fired at with a machine-gun. 1,500

workers were butchered in cold blood by the trium-

phant counter-revolution—^after the armistice. Pris-

oners were tortured. Hung up by their arms, they

were beaten with whips. Rubber truncheons hit their

backs and dislocated their kidneys. The clerical terror

tried to outdo brown brutality. Again, the troops

fighting for the sacred ideals of private profit showed

their true face.

Centuries ago, the Asturian Christians hid from

file Arabs the relics of the Saints in the inaccessible

mountains of their country. Now, the very Christian

and Catholic government had sent the Moors to spread

the true faith among the miners of the Asturian

valleys. Those miners who escaped from the troops,
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fled into the mountains, and wandered about, hungry,

in the cold and the mist.

All over Spain, 35,000 socialists, anarchists and

communists were imprisoned. Reaction had tri-

umphed. But the government of the landowners had

triumphed so ignominiously, it had violated so fla-

grantly the elementary laws of a civilized society, and

it was so devoid of any constructive ideas, that it

repeated the fate of Pyrrhus. The October repression

paralyzed the government—as though it were horri-

fied by its own barbarism. Its energies were ex-

hausted. It never again did ans^thing in particular.

The one exception was a revision of the law for

Agrarian Reform, published in 1935. The new law

ordered the compensation of expropriated landlords

by 4 per cent, government bonds and aimed at creat-

ing a new class of small proprietors on the land. But

the law, like its predecessor, altered little in the world

of reality.

The working class movement gave no rest to the

government. The strikes never ceased for a week.

The movement towards unity among the workers

grew day by day, after Asturias had shown the way.

The government staggered along. The dead-weight of

absentee landlords prevented any economic recon-

struction of the country. In February, 1936, the new
elections were due.

Asturias dominated the elections. The monarchist

and clerical posters showed the broken tower of the

cathedral of Oviedo—“this is marxist civilization.”

The Left concentrated on the issue of amnesty for the

35,000 political prisoners. The confessional had, in
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the election of 1933, prejudiced many women in favor

of the Right Wing candidates. This time, S3rmpathy

with and pity for the human victims of clerical oppres-

sion made many women cast their votes for the can-

didates of the Popular Front. Further, the anarchists,

out of loyalty to their imprisoned and tortured com-

rades, disregarded their apolitical principles and urged

their followers to vote. Their votes decided the elec-

tions. By terrorizing the workers, the government had

thus struck a death-blow at itself. In Asturias the Left

had suffered a tactical defeat but won a strategical

victory. The Popular Front was formed on a very

broad basis, comprising the entire “Left,” from the

Republicans to the communists. The experiences of

Asturias and the blows of the common enemy had

done much to bring the workers together. The change

of Moscow’s foreign policy had decided the com-

munists to join in a coalition, the common program

of which was not inspired by socialism but by mod-
erate Liberalism. Further, the reactionary government

of 1933-36 had on many workers an effect similar to

that of the Taff Vale decision in England. Many
workers, for decades under anarchist influence, now
saw by their own daily experience that economic

action alone was futile if the entire forces of the

State were marshalled against them. With the vic-

tory of the Popular Front a new period began in

Spanish history.
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Chapter IV

LARGO CABALLERO

The acknowledged leader of the Spanish militant

socialists is Caballero. He is, too, the most outstand-

ing personality in the European socialist movement

since the death of Lenin. In a movement which has

produced either shapeless and monotonous bureau-

crats, or intellectuals who combine an affection for the

proletariat with a strong sense of aesthetic apprecia-

tion, amd who are more at home among their flowers

and Eg3^tian vases than in the slums of the working

classes—^among this crowd of sturdy Trade Union
officials and anaemic intellectuals—^here is a real per-

sonality. Like Lenin, he is from peasant stock. His

brain reflects the mentality of the Spanish peasant.

He is now sixty-six, but still looks fifty. Prison and

the death of his wife have aged him during late years.

Yet he is still more alive than most young people. He
began life as a navvy, amd worked for his living from
the age of seven. He was over twenty when he learned

to read and write. For almost forty years he was a

Trade Union organizer for the Union of Building

Workers. He did exactly the correct thing and
thought exactly the correct thing. In 1917 he was
sentenced to imprisonment for life. But under Primo
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de Rivera he was a member of the Council of State.

The first Republican government made him Minister

of Labor. He tried to do things, being brought up

with a respect for reform and parliamentarianism.

He believed that he could do things. His experience

changed him completely. He felt that he fought in

vain against the ill-will and petty sabotage of the

officials of his ministry. In his room on the first floor

of the ministry he devised laws and decrees. He sent

them up to the second floor for his subordinates to

fill in the details. When they came back, nothing of

his original intentions had been left in, and the details

had completely reversed the sense of his decree. For
months he exhausted himself in a vain and losing

struggle against his officials. Unlike many of his

colleagues abroad who had the same experience when
they were ministers, but who feared to lose their

reputation of “strong men” by admitting it, he

learned from this experience. He saw that even if he

managed to get something of his original intentions

into the shape of a law, and even if parliament had

passed that law, almost nothing was ever put into

operation. The sabotage of his officials in the country

rendered the law futile.

This experience induced Caballero to do something

very unusual. He began to study. Patiently he read

through the works of Marx and of Lenin. His right

hand man told me that “all of a sudden he saw things

as they are.” He saw that it was impossible to expect

the liberal bourgeoisie to socialize away their profits.

He saw that a coalition with the Liberals has never

meant anything else, and can in the nature of things
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never mean an)rthing else, but a loss of prestige and

credit by the socialists. In the period of repression, in

1934, he was in prison—for the sixth time in his life.

In November 1935 he was released. The parliamen-

tary section of the Socialist Party made itself inde-

pendent. He waged a bitter struggle from prison

against this measure. During the last years he has

become the recognized leader of the militant socialists.

His popularity is immense, and “Viva Caballero” is

found on the walls of the houses and churches, in the

railway carriages and on the pavements in the streets.

The Daily Telegraph insists on calling Caballero the

communist or anarchist leader. Thereby it shows more
disapproval of his person than a respect for accuracy.

Caballero’s popularity has not suffered much from
the mistakes he made during the October uprising.

He is treated like a reigning monarch. People say that

many of those faults were not his own but those of

his advisers. He has done more than anybody else to

achieve the unity of the proletariat. He first united the

socialists and communists in the socialist youth, and
established a close collaboration with the communist
party. He now puts most of his energies into an at-

tempt to unite Ae socialists with the anarchists. His
prestige among all the workers is so immense that he
managed to go to Zaragoza, the center of anarchism
in the north, and to hold a meeting of 3O,0<x> people

without provoking anarchist violence, without being

shouted down, and without experiencing anjrtiiing

more than a few interruptions. If it is true that a
revolution can be victorious only if it is pulled through
by a person who becomes the symbol of the aspira-
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tions of the working masses, then the Spanish revolu-

tion has found this symbol already in Caballero.

Caballero is often called the Spanish Lenin. Cab-

allero’s speeches, like those of Lenin, are unadorned,

unemotional, even dry, merely intent on imparting

some truth. In their outward appearance both popular

leaders are also remarkably alike. As regards Lenin,

I can only speak from photographs and descriptions.

But these descriptions fit Caballero quite well. He has

a wonderfully intellectual face with very bright and
wide eyes, a high forehead, the head almost bald, with

some white hair at the top; he talks vividly, and

when he has made a point his forehead becomes

wrinkled and is drawn up, as if he were saying, “Now
these are the facts and this is the truth, and you can

take it or leave it.” In arguing and making points, his

face shows a shrewd expression which was also no-

ticeable in Lenin. He has the practical common sense

of the peasant. His friends often contradict him, but

in the back of their minds they suspect that he is right.
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Chapter V

THE EVENTS OF 1936

The Spanish civil war of 1936 did not come as a

surprise. For five years now Spain has been in tur-

moil. Strikes, shootings and local insurrections were

a daily occurrence. The ruling classes lack both the

material resources and the mental acumen of their

British brethren. In the absence of an external enemy
—^hereditary or otherwise—^they could not enforce

peace at home by frightening people out of their wits

about dangers from abroad. The workers in town and

country are desperately poor. There is nothing of the

spirit which makes British workers entrust the safe-

guarding of their interests to knighted officials.

Things are, in fact, so radically different from those

in Britain that it will be best if I first simply relate

some typical observations made in May and thus try

to give readers an idea of the Spanish political at-

mosphere which led to the present civil war.

An observer is soon struck by the extent to which

public life bears the stamp of the working-class

offensive. The workers cannot conquer the State be-

fore they have dominated the streets. Proletarian

symbols are found ever3rwhere, on houses, walls,

diurches and railway carriages. Everywhere the mys-
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terious initials which sum up the aspirations of the

working class. Ever3rwhere U.H.P., C.N.T., U.G.T.*

Everywhere hammer and sickle, and inscriptions like

"'Viva Caballero” and “Muerte a Gil Robles."’ Every-

where large posters call the workers to a meeting, or

small posters call for a strike or for a boycott. In

Barcelona, the biggest Spanish town, propaganda for

a Popular Olympiad to be held in Barcelona to coun-

teract Hitler’s Ol3mipiad. A tourist bureau for work-

ers displays posters with hammer and swallow.

The greeting of the clenched fist has become the

common property of all militant workers It is the best

introduction to any working class quarter. Half an

hour after the train crossed the frontier from France,

it was greeted with the raised fist. All over Spain it

was the same—^the clenched fist was the usual

greeting.

On the bookstalls appear many workers’ news-

papers and revolutionary books, which books have

been best-sellers for seven years now. Russian films

are shown at the movies. In the evening many Span-

iards take a stroll about 6 or 7 o’clock on one of the

main streets. When I was in Spain ten years ago, these

streets were filled in the evening with well-dressed

people. Now the workers dominate the scene com-

pletely. Few well-dressed people are ever seen. They

are afraid, and keep quite to themselves in their villas,

U.H.P. means Union de hermanos proletaries, Union of
proletarian brethren, and is the designation for all militant

workers. CN.T, or Confederacion Nacional de Trabajo, is the

anarchist Trade Union (with about 600,000 members). U.G.T.,
or Union General de Trabajo, is the socialist Trade Union (with
about 1400,000 members). 1
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cars, or in those caf& which charge prohibitive prices.

The class struggle takes place in Spain in a ruthless

and almost undisguised form. On the one side the

workers. Their main weapon is the strike. On the

other side the lando’wners and capitalists, the Church,

the army and the police. Their chief weapon is the

bullet

Strikes

In Barcelona I witnessed a strike of the waiters

which contained most of the elements of the Spanish

situation. The strike aifected all hotels, restaurants,

caf& and bars. It began on a Saturday night at lo

o’clock. The employers, demoralized and impressed

by the strength and determination of the workers,

issued a circular in which they recommended the

“voluntary” closing of all establishments. The stop-

page was complete for seventy-two hours. Only one

bar near the Palace of Justice was allowed to work

—

for the purpose of sending food to those detained in

the cells. Some cafes tried to open. Groups of strikers

asked them to close, and in cases of unwillingness,

smashed all the glasses and thus enforced closing.

About forty strikers were arrested, but after pleading

guilty at the police station, they were released at once.

The strike put the whole life of the to'wn out of gear.

It struck at everybody accustomed to have his meals

in a restaurant or to meet friends in a cafe. It struck

at the cyclists who, on their race through the whole of

Spain, had just arrived in Barcelona. Sport does not

come first in Spain.
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The strikers demanded a 20 per cent, increase in

their minimum wage, i.e., an increase from 330 pesetas

to 400 pesetas per month. They further demanded the

abolition of the tip, which demoralizes the worker and
undermines his dignity as such. Finally, only mem-
bers of the two Trade Unions—^the anarchist and the

socialist—^should be employed, and, even then, only

workers who remained in their union while unem-
ployed. The employers should get workers only

through the Labor Exchanges of the Unions. The
strikers further demanded a strict eight hour day and

up to three months’ wages in case of illness.

The strike committee had its office in the central

street. On Saturday evening the flag of the province

of Catalonia was seen on the balcony. The following

morning, after much discussion, the red flag was
added. Discussion and dissension among the strikers

was one of the main features of the strike. This was
natural in view of the dis-unity of the workers, who
are split up into two main groups—socialists and
anardiists. (There are groups of communists, Trotz-

kyites, Marxists, etc., also.)

The strike ended on the intervention of the Gov-

ernment of Catalonia and of its Councillor for Labor

Questions. A great part of the workers’ demands was
accepted. With regard to others, an arbitrator was ap-

pointed who promised to give his decision “as soon

as possible.” An overcrowded meeting of the workers

accepted this settlement. At this meeting the secretary

of the socialist Trade Union made the significant re-

mark that “as a result of each strike the prices of

commodities rise,” and that this would directly take
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pkce in the hotel industry, because the employers

would at once use this strike as an excuse to raise the

prices to the consumer.

The anarchists and the Marxists were dissatisfied

with this solution. Considerable excitement prevailed.

At 4 A M. the dissatisfied elements made a demonstra-

tion of protest. The ordinary citizen was pleased. A
bourgeois paper said that “the town had ceased to be

clothed in a veil of sorrow (tristeza)
.”

A Bone of Contention

I discussed the matter with some anarchists and

Marxists. They argued that the strike had not ended

in a full victory because the socialists and communists

did not want to embarrass the Government by going on

with the strike. They predicted that in France also the

communists would do as much to curb the strikers as

anybody else and that fear of endangering the Franco-

Soviet Pact was at the basis of their conciliatory

policy both in France and in Spain. The anarchists

complained that the socialist union had signed a blank

check, that the possibilities of a united struggle had
not been used, and that, again, the necessities of the

tactics of party politics had proved incompatible with

the industrial aspirations of the workers. ITiey claimed

that in this case again “direct action” without State

intervention would have led further. With or without

the Popular Front, the workers could not be guided
by a desire to respect the convenience of the authori-

ties. The anarchists condemn political alliances with
no
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Liberals which, according to them, bind the working
class to the defense of a state of affairs which per-

petuates all inequalities and injustices, all the misery

and indignity of bourgeois rule.

Nevertheless, in this case, the unity of action which
the strike committee had achieved was a triumph in

itself. Later on, in Madrid, I witnessed a waiters’

strike, in which the anarchists and the socialists were
disunited. The old feud between them flared up again.

Revolver shots were exchanged, and several workers

killed each other. The anarchists believe that the arbi-

tration machine which the State is beginning to set

up and which the socialists welcome, is simply another

means of taming the workers, of taking the initiative

out of their own hands, and of increasing the strangle-

hold which the Spanish State has over the working-

class movement. They prefer illegal and tmofficial

strikes. They started one in the hotel industry of

Madrid, but the majority of establishments continued

to work. The prestige of the anarchists suffered

severely. They decided to use coercion. They terror-

ized people who went into cafes by throwing stones,

and later on by throwing bombs into from five

to twenty cafes each evening. These bombs are

not meant to kill. They make a terrible noise—like

thunder breaking directly over your head. But only

occasionally is anybody hurt I was near a cafe when
a bomb was thrown. The police moved very slowly

towards the place in order not to arrest anybody. The
policemen are afraid of anarchist violence. The public

in the cafe was not specially excited, only somewhat

worried. A big cafe nearby closed at once. Police were
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placed in front of the others. This guerrilla warfare

went on for more than a week, but brought no im-

mediate success. But anarchist obstinacy is famous

throughout Spain.

Strikes and the Censorship

Each day, hundreds of local strikes are taking place

all over Spain. A strict censorship suppresses most of

the news about them, and allows reports only in the

local press. The poverty of the country, the effects of

the agrarian world crisis, and the brutal tyranny of

former governments have driven wages down so much
that many workers live on the edge of starvation.

They are now using the favorable political situation

to win a decent wage. They know that the employers

can pay. Take, for instance, the case of a railway com-

pany in the North of Spain. Its dividends grew
steadily from 3 per cent, in 1902 to 14 per cent, in

1930-31, and it paid out 12 per cent, in each of the

last three years. But it paid some of its workers only

5, or more accurately, 4.76 pesetas a day (about 62c)

.

It was natural that the workers should strike and that

public opinion was favorable to them.

The reactionaries reply to the strike with the bullet,

the razor blade and the ax. On my way to Oviedo I

passed through a place called Miranda del Ebro. A
local fascist, member of Gil Robles’ “Accion Popu-
lar,” had just gone into the house of the socialist

mayor, a tailor, with a razor blade and inflicted a
deadly wound on him. The wife and son of the mayor
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mishandled the fascist until he was almost dead. The
mayor had, some days ago, imposed a fine on the

fascist’s father. The workers, who felt that the State

did not protect them, went to the church and burned

it as a protest The priests are usually accused of being

behind the fascist terror. Further, a general strike

was declared.

Oviedo itself was the center of the revolution in

October, 1934. Much of the town is still in ruins, but

it is being rebuilt rapidly. The province of Asturias,

of which it is the capital, is very similar to Wales.

The same mountains and valleys, the same mines eind

villages, Oviedo’s position is similar to that of Cardiff

in relation to the mining valleys. The experiences of

the revolution have shown the workers there that they

must be armed and the “anti-fascist militia” is strong

in Oviedo.

One of the anti-fascist workers had a private quar-

rel with a policeman. The policeman had been dis-

armed. The police felt that their honor was at stake.

Some days later, some of them, in civilian clothes,

went to a big dancing hall which was full of workers.

They shot with their revolvers into the air and in the

confusion switched off the lights. They then shot into

the workers. When the workers fled out of the hall,

a car of uniformed policemen awaited them and
used their rifles against them. Thirty-two workers

were wounded severely. A general strike, i.e., a strike

of all the workers in Oviedo, followed. The Governor,

a Liberal, came down on the side of the workers.

Some of the guilty policemen were arrested and some
were transferred to other towns.
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Take another case. In a village near Murcia, the

socialist mayor returned with a group of land workers

after having, in Murcia, negotiated about a strike.

He was received by a great number of people. Among
them was a fascist family. Suddenly they attacked

with pistols and axes the father of the alcalde, a man
of 77 years. He received five revolver wounds and

was struck several times in the head with an ax.

He died at once. “The Guardia Civil detained the

aggressors.”

Trying to Provoke Rebellion

In all these incidents one does not know whether

to wonder more at the ruthless brutality of the police

and army, or at the patience and discipline of the

workers. Everywhere the fascists try to provoke a

large-scale rebellion in order to be able to use their

armed forces and beat it down. Two days before I

came to Toledo, 15,000 members of the anti-fascist

militia had held a meeting in that town. There is in

Toledo a school for training officers of the infantry

—

formerly 2,300, now only 200 strong. The cadets

were furious at this workers’ meeting and tried to

provoke a riot. They beat up a boy who sold socialist

newspapers, shot into the air, shouted “Viva el

fascio.” Later on some oflBcers walked through the

streets, their right hands firmly on the revolver in

their pockets, and attempted to provoke the workers.

The workers, partly armed, refused to be taken in.

The Governor, again a Liberal, cleared the streets,
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sent the officers back to their barracks, and several

of the cadets were arrested by the police.

All the militants, both socialists and anarchists,

believe that only an armed insurrection can give a

decisive victory to the workers. The fascists in the

army and police, on the other hand, wanted to compel

them to act too soon, before the failure of this year’s

harvest has radicalized millions who still place their

hopes in Church or Parliament. The workers have,

however, wisely restrained themselves.

The Popxjlar Front

It must amaze the student of social science to ob-

serve how far a new word can carry the politician.

Old and discredited slogans and ideas are re-baptized,

and pass as new cures which will work miracles. The
Popular Front is a striking case in point. If Blum had

come into office ten years ago, one would have spoken

of a “Coalition Government.” Now, after the social-

ists in Germany and England have been discredited

repeatedly by forming a government together with

Liberals, a new name must be found for the dis-

credited policy. Many “Lefts” in this country believe

that in France the millennium is round the comer.

What is round the comer is fascism, the inevitable

consequence of disappointment with socialists. The
Government of the Popular Front cannot possibly

lead to socialism because its Liberal members detest

socialism, and because the electorate gave them no
mandate for socialism. The Government of the Popu-
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lar Front in France cannot possibly get hold of real

power, military or economic. It is at the mercy of the

owners of the factories whose sabotage can end it any

time—if they think fit. The impotence of a coalition

between Liberals and socialists has been proved to the

hilt in Germany and Italy. In both cases fascism—^in

milder or severer forms—^arose inevitably out of the

ashes of popular disappointment. But a new name
washes away the unambiguous experiences of fifteen

years, for a time at least, until the day of reckoning

comes.

The Spanish Popular Front is very different from

the French. In order to appreciate its meaning and
significance, we had best start with an analysis of the

results of the election of February, 1936. The results

of the election were

:

Votes in Per Per Seats

millions cent. cent.

[34 162 Left repub-
Popular 4.356 47 57] licans.

Front 123 108 (socialists and
(communists.

Centre 340 4 13 60
Right 4.570 49 30 , 140

Three observations show that the present parlia-

ment is largely an artificial product and that its com-
position is not fully representative of the political

structure of the country. First, owing to the involved

electoral system the Popular Front achieved a major-
ity in Parliament which is far in excess of its strength

in the country. The P.F. has to reckon with the pos-
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sibility that in a future election the tricks of the sys-

tem may turn against it, and favor the Right In

France, on the other hand, the parties of the Popular

Front polled 53.34% of the votes in 1928, 55.24%
in 1932 and 56.14% in 1936. Secondly, the Left Re-

publicans, a middle-class Liberal party, are the strong-

est party in Parliament. But the number of their

deputies is not due to any real strength among the

electorate. When the Popular Front was formed and

the lists of candidates for the different constituencies

were agreed upon the Left Republicans, who hate the

socialist revolution as much as anybody else, insisted

on the inclusion of a disproportionate number of

their candidates. These candidates were then brought

into Parliament, mostly by socialist and communist

votes. It was understood that only the Republicans

should administer the State and that therefore they

should have an adequate parliamentary representa-

tion. The socialists and communists, feeling that any-

thing was better than the reactionary Government of

1933 to 1936, yielded to these demands. In case of

refusal they would have been faced with three-

cornered contests everywhere. The prominence of the

Left Republicans on the lists also added respectability

to the Popular Front, and was likely to attract the

floating vote. Thirdly, the very influential anarchists

who had kept aloof from politics for sixty years,

voted for the first time. But, afraid of the corrupting

atmosphere of the Cortez, they did not put up can-

didates, and therefore they are not represented in

Parliament.

Under the stress of reaction and on the wave of
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hatred against fascist tyranny, it was comparatively

easy to form an electoral part of the Popular Front.

But it was difficult to keep the Popular Front to-

gether. The Left Republicans formed the Govern-

ment Casares Quiroga. The socialists kept out of the

Government, but defended it against fascist aggres-

sion.

The Workers Gain Liberty of Action

The creation and victory of the P.F. in Spain has

had two, mutually contradictory, consequences for

the working-class movement. It gave the workers a

certain liberty of action and at the same time it tied

the workers’ movement to the bourgeois state. To
understand this contradiction is to imderstand the

Popular Front, both its past and its future.

After the election. Ministers and Governors drawn
from the ranks of the Left Republicans were put at

the head of army and police. This measure removed
to a certain extent the fierce police pressure which

a despotic government had exercised. The workers

obtained a certain liberty of action in their fight for a

higher standard of life. There can be no doubt that

the masses themselves have come into movement

—

with the hesitant permission of the middle-class gov-
ernment. After I had seen a collective farm in the

province of Toledo, I somewhat naively asked one of

the land-workers : “Why do they not send any soldiers

to stop you?” He answered, with genuine surprise:

“But the State has let us take all this.”
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Middle class governments do not, as a rule, have

a reputation for taking rapid and decisive action in

favor of the working masses. In this way, after 1931,

the Republic had passed a number of useful although

slightly confused laws, which proved to be just as

many sheets of paper.

This time, immediately after the election, the work-

ers took matters into their own hands. They liberated

the political prisoners. Speedily a law was passed to

legalize this action. They seized much of the land.

Speedily their seizure was legalized. But wherever

they wait for an initiative from Parliament, they wait

in vain. The workers demand the punishment of the

butchers and torturers of the October revolution. As
a matter of fact, the judges have been careful to waste

their time on those fascists who had safely gone

abroad, and condemned them to long terms of im-

prisonment. The others still await trial, and nothing

decisive has been done. The punishment of the guilty

and the indemnification of the families of the vic-

tims are still a wish of the future. The measures taken

against the sporadic terroristic attempts of army,

civil guards and fascists were far from energetic. The
men who shot workers were imprisoned. But while

this may curb some excessive zeal on their part, it did

not provide an effective deterrent to men who soon

expect to be in power.

The Workers Lose Liberty of Action

On the other hand, the government is determined

to uphold private property and private profit. The
1 19
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masses, on the other hand, struck by a poverty which

is increased by the bad harvest, cannot help using their

liberty of action to increase their wages and improve

their working conditions, at the expense of private

profit. The socialist supporters of the Popular Front

were always afraid that the strikes might go “too far.”

The strikes might disorganize the coxintry so much
that the Republican Government could not continue

to fimction. They may reduce wages so much that the

business people may lose interest in the Republic and

may turn to the fascists for help. Inspired by these

fears, the socialist and communist leaders more and

more became a conservative force. They tried to pre-

vent strikes or to bring them to a speedy end. We saw
above that in Barcelona, for instance, the socialists

were so afraid of disorganizing the life of the town,

and of making difficulties to “their” government, that

they did not dare to continue the fight of the hotel and

cafe workers until a complete victory was gained.

The communists, obsessed with the Franco-Soviet

Pact, checked mass-activities from fear of endanger-

ing a government which, for all practical purposes, is

an ally of France, and thereby indirectly of Soviet

Russia.

Now, history has shown clearly in the cases of
Ebert and Kerensky, what “socialists” may be in-

duced to do if they become afraid that the masses
might “go too far” in their attacks upon the bourgeois

state. In Spain, the Popular Front is doing its best to

sit on both sides of the fence. A number of business

and middle class persons, disgusted at their loss of
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private profit, have already now moved perceptibly

to the Right and begun to play with fascist ideas. The
Popular Front tries to conciliate big business. It can

do so only by giving them what they expect to get

from the fascists. The masses must become disap-

pointed with a Popular Front government which more
and more curbs their activities. Many workers may
become a prey to fascist demagogy. It would not be

the first time that socialist collaboration with a
bourgeois government has provided fascism with a

mass basis. In the end, the Popular Front will be made
responsible by the Right for creating disorder, and by

the workers for upholding the existing order.

The persons committed to the P.F. have exhausted

the revolutionary possibilities open to them. The
future of the Spanish revolution depends on those

elements of the working class movement which more

and more dissociate themselves from the Popular

Front—^the anarchists, the “Marxists” (they corre-

spond to the I.L.P.) and the Caballero socialists. The
courage, push and discipline of the Spanish workers is

unbroken. Their spirit must amaze everybody who
has witnessed it. If the workers can drive the move-

ment so far as to transfer real power—^arms and fac-

tories—into the hands of the workers, the P.F. has

been the first step towards socialism. If they continue

to dissipate their energies in local actions and internal

quarrels, the P.F. will have been the first step towards

fascism.
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The Transfer of Power

For in the long run, and that appears to me to be the

factor which will decide the success or failure of the

Spanish Revolution, the liberty of mass action can be

maintained only if it leads to a transfer of real power

into the hands of the workers. What has been done in

this direction? The Republican government is careful

to keep all the sources of power in the hands of safe

people, i.e., in the hands of people who will not tolerate

the abolition of private property and private profit.

The sources of political power in each country are the

armed forces, municipal and central administration,

and, last but not least, the “means of production,”

i.e., land, factories, mines and banks. The working

class movement has conquered bits of.this power but

still they are far from their goal.

The Armed Forces

What is the control the different sections of Spanish

political opinion evert over the three sources of politi-

cal power? Let us begin with the armed forces. We
pointed out already that the army, unprepared for

an external war, exists in order to provide easy jobs

for the sons of the land-owning nobility. The Spanish
army has three times as many officers as the French
army. In 1931, it consisted of:
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105,000 men.

195 generals (plus 437 in reserve).

5,938 higher officers (plus 407 in reserve).

5,281 captains.

5,707 subaltern officers.

This gives one officer for six soldiers, compared with

one officer for nineteen soldiers in the French army
(“Correspondencia Intemacional,” 16.7.36, p. 297).

In 1932, ffie Republic diminished the number of active

officers by 7,000. In 1936, the army consisted of 7,700

officers and 130,000 men. No wonder that the officers

of the army long for a new monarchy. Under the

Republic the officers are subjected to the acid test of

the business man: Do they give value for money?
Since they definitely do not, the Republic looks upon

them as a source of useless expense. Casares Quiroga

has won the affection of many socialists by his firm

stand against the provocations of the officers. When,
in the first days of his office, he punished the colonels

of Alcala de Henares for insubordination, a sigh of

relief went throughout Spain. Up to then he was re-

garded as “Azanas’ young man.” In one day he won a

claim to authority and respect. While the officers of

the army are openly fascist, because they know that

only a feudal society can tolerate their parasitism, the

soldiers, workers and peasants themselves, are in

many cases to the Left.

The Republic, doubtful of the continued affection

of the people has, during the five years of its existence,

doubled the police forces, increasing them from
32,000 to 64,000. This figure must be compared with

the 68,000 policemen sufficient for double the popu-
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lation of the United Kingdom. Among these various

police forces, the Guardia Civil is universally detested

among the workers for their record of half a century

of petty and brutal tyranny. As a counterweight the

Republic has created a new republican police force,

the Guardia del Asalto, the “shock-troops.” In their

blue uniforms and caps they remind me of the shock

troops of the S.S. "^ile often brutal against the

workers, they are on the whole loyal to the Republic.

Up to now the republican government has succeeded

in checking and localizing the incessant provocations

of the army and police. The socialists demand the

republicanization of the army and the replacement of

monarchists by republican officers. But the govern-

ment seemed to be in no special hurry. From the

workers' standpoint, incidentally, “republicanization”

would not mean very much. Many members of the

shock police are republicans only in the sense in which

Noske’s soldiers were “republicans.” I refer the

reader to the incident in Oviedo related above.

Many socialist workers and leaders told me that

because Left Republican ministers and governors are

placed in control of the police, the police is now on
their side, or that, at least, it can be used as an instru-

ment for their purposes. But they also clearly saw
that even where the authorities are favorable to them,

they cannot rely upon them. In some places, where
they are backed by a strong garrison of the army, the

police are definitdy fascist. This is the case, for in-

stance, in Logrono—

&

provincial capital of about

5,000 inhabitants. I was amused to see there how a
German Nazi—ostensibly a commercial agent—^in-
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vited a dozen police officers into his pension in the

evening, plied them with wine, and made them get

up in intervals to the command “Achtung,” at the

same time instructing them about Grerman culture

until they were too drunk to listen. In many places I

was told that the police at the moment were neither

this way nor that way. “These mercenaries are wait-

ing for the winner in order to go over to him.” Only

if the socialists and anarchists are sufficiently strong

by themselves, can they gain the allegiance of the

police.

Trusting only in themselves, the young workers

have organized an anti-fascist militia, which is re-

garded with terror by their enemies. The militia is

well disciplined and even before July was not quite

unarmed. When I asked Vidarte, Right Wing secre-

tary of the Socialist Party, whether the workers had

arms, he told me they had not, because it was against

the law. He expressed more a wish than a fact. The
republic punished the possession of arms by two to

eight years’ imprisonment in the case of socialists, by
seven months’ imprisonment in the case of fascists.

Nevertheless, many workers have revolvers, and their

organizations have rifles, machine-guns, machine-pis-

tols, wireless apparatus, etc. A worker is very proud if

he can call a revolver his own. When I was alone

with them, they liked to show the revolver. If one

goes into the countryside and asks “Why are you
organized in this section of the working-class move-
ment and not in any other one?” the answer often

shows a complete contempt for doctrinaire ideas.

“Oh, these people offered us ‘Star’ revolvers.” “Star”
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revolvers, of Anglo-Saxon make, are the most precise

and powerful in Spain. Their possession is the dream

of many revolutionaries. Any movement which can

hand out these revolvers, be it socialist, anarchist,

communist or marxist, will have no difficulties in

gainmg support.

We can sum up. The armed forces are split between

the three warring camps. The fascists can reckon on
the allegiance of thousands of disgruntled officers.

The workers build up their own defense corps.

Left socialists and anarchists alike prepared for an
armed insurrection as the way to power. From what
I saw of the anti-fascist militia, I gathered that in

view of the unreliability of many soldiers and police-

men, they are capable of a long-drawn and successful

defense. For a success in attack they depend on the

active help of sections of army and police. They have

become the most reliable troops in the fight against

the rebel army. Finally, superiority of armed force

is the main basis of the Republic. In their fight against

fascism, it can count on the Shock Police, whose

vendetta with the fascists recently reached a dramatic

climax when they assassinated Jose Calvo Sotelo,

monardiist leader, in revenge for the murder of sev-

eral officers of the Shock Police. In the fight against

fascism the Republic can count on the anti-fascist

militia. At the same time, the Republican Government

could turn against the armed workers’ movement as

soon as its leaders feel that the feudal mismanagement

of fascism is preferable to their annihilation by
socialism.
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The Means of Production

How far has the Republic altered the distribution

of economic power ? We saw that the Bank of Spain

is a large usurer and one of those parasitical forces

which impede a healthy growth of Spain’s economic

system. Unlike France, the Popular Front does not

envisage taking over the Bank. In vain does Caballero

demand that the hundreds of millions of pesetas which

lie idle in the safes of the Bank should be confiscated

by the government and used for public works. It

cannot be repeated often enough that the Republican

Government stands for private profit, and is not

going to tamper with it unless forced from below.

The nation’s finance is still controlled by its usurers,

who can easily and who do use their financial power

to bring back the good old times of the monarchy.

The workers have been more successful in their

attack on the factories. Their fight for higher wages

and better working conditions have made a number of

industrial undertakings unprofitable for their owners.

All employers complain fiercely and bitterly about the

law of February, 1936, which ordered the reinstate-

ment of all workers dismissed after January ist, 1934,

for political reasons. At the same time, the decree

forbids the dismissal of those workers who took

their places. A number of enterprises are thus con-

siderably over-staffed. With revolutionary justice,

the law hits hardest just those employers who had
been most reactionary.

A number of socialists look upon the innumerable
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strikes as the first step towards taking over the fac-

tories. Experience has taught them that strikes bring

no permanent gain to the Spanish workers unless they

lead to a seizure of the factories. They expect the

employer to close unprofitable undertakings. The
workers, unimpeded by the police, will then take over

the enterprise and run it themselves. In quite a num-
ber of places, especially in the hotel and cafe industry,

the employer actually closed his business. His col-

leagues paid a certain sum from their own profits into

a fund which compensated him. In this industry the

workers are naturally unable to run the hotel or cafe

by themselves. In other cases, they threaten to take

over the factory. The metallurgical works in Puerto de

Sagunto with 7,ocx5 workers, threatened to close.

Their business could not compete any more with

Viscaya. They had to get the ore from Viscaya, and
Spanish transport is, as we saw, exceedingly ex-

pensive. The employers yielded to the workers’

threat and the factory continues to work. In spite of

many rumors to the contrary, there exists only one
clear case of workers’ control of industry. The mine
San Vincente, in Asturias was abandoned by the

owners and already under the monarchy the workers

took it over. A tramway in Madrid was often quoted

to me as a case of workers’ control. When I went
there it proved to be run by the municipality. In many
factories, however, a “workers’ council” shares in

the management of the factory.

The seizure of factories is no more than a tendency.

The anarchists, indeed, believe that the factories

should be made, one by one, unprofitable. The em-
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ployers would be compelled to abandon them and the

workers would take them over. But the socialists

insist that it is impossible to take over and run fac-

tories individually. Without a national plan of co-

ordination, without a guarantee for the supply of raw
materials, the seizure of factories, while morally ele-

vating, is technically impossible, and will only lead to

disaster. The more revolutionary socialists, therefore,

wait for an armed insurrection to give them control

over the State and thereby the ability to work the

factories on a national plan.

Agrarian Reform

It is with regard to the land that the transference

of power to the workers has gone farthest. The gov-

ernment has set up ever3rwhere Institutes forAgrarian

Reform “as organs entrusted with the transforma-

tion of the Spanish rural structure.” “The Institute

will be governed by a council which is composed of

agricultural technicians, of lawyers, representatives

of the official agricultural institute, proprietors, ten-

ants and landovraers.”

(Ley de Reforma Agraria. 9th November, 1935.

Articles 4 and 6.)

In Toledo I paid a visit to the local Institute for

Agrarian Reform. It will be best if I give the main
facts regarding the agrarian reform in the province

of Toledo. There are in the main two types of farms

tmder the new law. The first are the “integral” farms,

also called kolchos as in Russia. They consist of
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peasants or land-workers who have no property what-

soever, except perhaps some starving donkey. They

bring in nothing except their hands. The State gives

everything, land and instruments. It also advances

(on loan) the money which enables the workers to

live. At the present time the land-worker lives on

approximately three pesetas. According to the law,

he now receives five pesetas a day. He and his wife

and about four children can live on those five pesetas.

The number of peasants to be settled on a certain area

of land is calculated by dividing the net product of the

land by 1,825 (i.e., 365 multiplied by 5).

The State also promised tractors. But as far as I

could see these tractors are still more an object of

religious hope than an actual reality. The harvest is

bought by the State. The proprietor of the land re-

ceives the rent, which is paid out of the sale of the

harvest. The rent, of course, entirely depends on the

quality of the land, and varies between ten pesetas

and 500 pesetas per acre. Representatives of the Land
Workers Union disapprove the respect shown for

private property. They hope that the Republican State,

when stronger, will in the future drop entirely the

payments for rent. We hear similar arguments in the

British Labor Movement from those radical socialists

who try to conciliate their socialist convictions with
the Labor Party’s policy of compensation instead of
confiscation.

The second type of farm is called “Complemen-
tarios.” The workers are provided for, say, half the

year by seasonal work in olive groves, or by work in

a factory for some time of the year. They therefore
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receive part of their wages from elsewhere. The State

is relieved of a part of its expense.

The province of Toledo has 205 villages, and about

one million, five hundred thousand (1,500,000) acres

of productive Surface. There are 150,000 families.

In this province alone we have 34,000 absentee pro-

prietors, i.e., people who own the land but never have

been seen there, and who spend the money in Toledo,

Madrid and Ciudad Real. The annual net income from
agricultural land—^under-estimated because the basis

of taxation—is 38,000,000 pesetas. The annual net

income from the land which belongs to the absentee

landlords is 16.6 million pesetas. The absentee land-

lords contribute three million pesetas in the form of

taxes, the rest seven million each year, i.e., absentee

landlords pay about 20 per cent, in taxes and the

productive peasants about 30 per cent.

The greater part of the province is used for dry

farming, the rest for olives, wine, grazing and cereals,

etc.

The first law on agrarian reform was passed in

1932. The practical result was very small in this and

other provinces. Only after the February elections

of this year were things speeded up.

Acres Number of Cost for
settled workers settled Stcde

From 1932 to Feb., 17,000 1,360 5.3 million

1936 pesetas

Two months later 51,000 3,600 ii million

pesetas

Up to the end of 105,800 5,800 28 million

June pesetas
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The latter figures are in addition to the former ones.

Near Toledo I saw some collective farms. One of

-hese farms is near Camarena, about 25 kilometers

iway from Toledo. In the village of Camarena, the

nayor is a socialist, a shrewd old peasant. His main

opponent is the Cazique, the local representative of the

landlord. Formerly, the Cazique imported workers

from the poorest part of Spain, from Galicia. They
could be easily recognized by their fair hair and blue

eyes, natural for descendants of the Visigoths. The
Cazique played the Galicians against the local work-

ers. Shootings between them were frequent and unity

of action could not be obtained.

In this collective farm, 55 families or 300 people

were settled. One day they had seized the farm-lxouse,

the bulls, mules, donkeys and “all the land which one

coidd see from the farm-house.” I was presented to

the pioneer of collectivization, the local Heroe (hero),

a small man without boots, his face tanned brown
from working in the sun. The son of the former

tenant was allowed to stay in the collective farm
“because he had formerly done some work with the

mules.” I felt a wave of suppressed hostility between
the hero and the tenant’s son when in front of me the

hero shouted over the farmyard, “You say you are

a worker, but look at my face and at yours.” I asked

whether this son of the tenant could not be regarded

as a disintegrating element. I was told that he did not
matter. He preferred his present position to nothing
at all. The workers on the collective farm received

much advice from the secretary of the Federation

of Land Workers in Toledo, Orencio Labrador
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Maza, a small tuberculous man whom the reaction-

aries have tried to assassinate seven times, and who
has spent many years in prison. Now he was free

again. The Government had given him a revolver and
he organized the entire district of Toledo. Several

land-workers told me that they “looked upon him as

their father.”

Technically this collective farm was not up-to-date.

The stables were in the old style, but kept very clean.

Formerly, the men had to sleep in the stables with the

mules and bulls, or in the bam. This has now been

altered. The olive presses were old. It was quite

obvious that apart from giving money for wages the

State had contributed practically nothing to the farm.

It was striking to see how the workers in this collec-

tive farm looked considerably more healthy and well

fed than in neighboring districts around, where they

had not yet seized the land and taken their fate into

their own hands.

All over Spain, 70,000 families have been settled in

asentamientos rusticos, on 750,000 hectares. The
pleasure grounds of the grandees are the first to be

settled. The vast vineyards in Jerez and Rioja have,

however, not been touched.

How far does the agrarian reform bring Spain

on the road towards a socialist society? The posses-

sion of land alone does not give much power to the

peasant. At most he has in the substance some starv-

ing mules or a bull. In spite of the introduction of the

American method of dry farming, much of the land

remains barren and can be worked properly only with

the help of machines and of new irrigation works.
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This is why the possession of ten hectares of land

alone, without the seizure of factories and State, does

not confer much power upon the working class. On
the contrary, the land-worker in the asentamientos

becomes dependent on the liberal state.

Liberals and socialists disagree about the funda-

mental principles of agricultural policy. The Liberals

favor small holdings and claim that small proprietors,

co-ordinated by co-operatives, get more out of the

soil than large-scale enterprises. The socialists prefer

collectivization, not only for economic but mainly

for political reasons. They fear that the Republic will

stimulate the growth of small peasant proprietors,

who are more likely to favor a fascist than a socialist

reconstruction of Spain. Collectivized land-workers

would, on the other hand, be a valuable ally for the

socialist industrial workers. For the time being, the

conflict has been settled by a compromise. In some
districts the Agrarian Institute develops collective

farms, in others it hands the land over to small

owners.

Administration

Our survey of the distribution of power in present-

day Spain would be incomplete without some words
about the distribution of administrative power. A
number of socialists have entered the administration.

In many localities the mayor is a socialist. The
administration of local funds, buildings and laws,

adds to the power of the socialist movement. For the
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rest, the introduction of socialists into the State ma-
chinery has usually turned out to be a very doubtful

boon. The State machinery, if we can believe the

experience of Germany and England, is more likely

to consume the socialist than the other way round.

It must further be noted that a cleaning of the State

apparatus from reactionaries has not gone very far.

To be sure, the President, Zamora, has been replaced

by Azana. But after that, little more has been done.

The fate of the Weimar Republic seems to be un-

known or unheeded in Spain. Because the reactionary

bureaucrats have not yet made their influence felt,

they are regarded as harmless, or as converted, or

as defeated. One is deceived, for these administrators

can wait for their chance to come.

We may usefully interrupt the argument, and

have, for a moment, a look at Don Manuel Azana,

now fifty-six years old, President of the Spanish

Republic. In 1880 he was bom in Alcala de Henares.

His birthplace adds to his prestige. Another distin-

guished Spaniard, Cervantes, was born there too. The
house in which Azana spent his youth stood between

two convents. He early became an orphan, and had

a hard and gloomy youth. An early love of books and

ideas gave him an escape. When seventeen, he went

to study law at the Augustan University of El

Escorial. He became the youngest member of the

editorial staff of the paper Brises del Henares. He
is t3rpical of the Spanish intellectual. Almost always

he is seen reading books, periodicals and papers. He
became a writer of repute. For many years he led

a retired, quiet and silent life. He had few visitors
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and friends, and little correspondence. Almost each

day he enriched his library with some books. His

second home was the Atineo—center of the anti-

clerical intelligentsia in Madrid. It was there that

he shone as an orator.

Only at a late age he came into politics. One of

the friends of his youth has explained why the intel-

lectuals at that time were not much interested in

politics
—“One must remember the political atmos-

phere of the time. A person with much money used

to push himself forward, and naturally his copper

coins were far more eifective than the speeches of

the intellectuals.” When Azana was suddenly raised

to the office of First Premier of the Spanish Republic,

he had to change his life completely. Visitors and
letters streamed in incessantly. The telephone never

stopped and continual social contacts replaced his

quiet studies.

Azaha has a stout figure, with a rather round and
fat face, a bald head, a big nose and a sensual mouth.

His large eyes remind the observer, by their expres-

sion, slightly of those of a frog. He usually hides

them behind spectacles which he takes off when read-

ing. The world wonders whether this lawyer will be

another Kerensky.

The answer depends to a great extent on whether
the revolutionaries will succeed in taking a part of

the country’s administration out of Azana’s hand.

A true revolution is possible only if a duality of
administrative power can be developed. In other

words, only if the working classes can create institu-

tions of their own, which, like the Soviets, are
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entirely controlled by the militant workers, for some
time co-exist with the organs of the bourgeois state,

and in the long run may be able to replace them. The
fact of this duality of administrative power was
brought home to me very clearly when on one and

the same day I visited Parliament and the Casa del

Pueblo (People’s House). The red seats of the Cortez

were mostly empty. Some Liberal talked heatedly.

But he found no echo for his rhetoric. Indescribable

boredom had seized the rest of the deputies, who were

reading, chatting and dozing. No wonder that Parlia-

ment, up to now, has revealed little ability for decisive

action. In the building some workers were visible. On
the whole, however, the rooms and corridors

abounded with people who looked more like pros-

perous cocaine smugglers in Paris back streets. The
ordinary public is rigidly kept out by innumerable

police and by self-important porters, whose uniforms

successfully caricature that of an English admiral.

An ordinary person is not even allowed to wait in

front of the door, for fear that one of the precious

deputies might be killed when entering or leaving

Parliament. The rudeness of the porters is directly

proportionate to the Leftness of the deputy whom
you want to see.

After that, the Casa del Pueblo. A center of real

life, the rooms and corridors of its four floors filled

in the evening with workers, who even overcrowd

the adjacent streets. They come from the offices of

the Trade Union, of the socialist branches, and of

the branches of socialist youth. The simple furni-

ture and architecture, the offices with many red
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symbols and pictures of Marx and Iglesias, contrast

jvith the overloaded pomp of the Cortez, and the open

faces of the workers with the fat and crude faces

Df the habitues of the Cortez.

Then there are the allianzas obreras. They were

created in the time of reaction as regional and local

organizations of the united front. They did much
work before the October revolution and they organ-

ized the insurrection in Asturias. They had gradually

been extended to include also the land-workers. Now
they are called “allianzas obreras y campesinas.” The
Right Wing of the socialist party frowns upon them,

since they detract from the authority of Parliament.

Caballero for a long time regarded them as unneces-

sary organizations. He now has altered his opinion.

The left, and especially the socialist youth, work to

strengthen the allianzas obreras, and to reorganize

them so that they can become organs of revolution

similar to the Soviets. They regard them as institu-

tions which should take over power at the moment of

insurrection. The main weakness of the allianzas up
to now is that they have no basis in the means of

production. But their potentialities are enormous.

Conclusion

Karl Marx once pointed out that a revolution in

France was over in three days, but that in Spain
three years was a short period, and that nine years

was not a long time for a Spanish revolution to last.

The present revolution is five years old, and shows
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no signs yet of old age or decay. In spite of many
reverses, the workers have gained ground. Economic

misery has not crushed their spirit. Everybody who
has seen Spanish working-class quarters, is convinced

that no amount of army brutality or Jesuistic soph-

istry can prevent the revolution from running its

course. In Barcelona I attended a meeting of the anar-

chists. With red-black flags, mostly men under forty,

with intelligent faces, free and alert, they entered the

arena with rapid steps. Then I did not know what

inspired them. Later on, I saw the slums in which

they lived, ugly, stinking, with very small windows,

intolerable in the summer heat. I saw their parents,

old men and women, after a life of toil, famine-

stricken, beg the priest for a piece of bread. The
slums, the underfeeding, the unhygienic workshops,

are an unceasing source of revolutionary energy.

They create an elementary and fierce hatred against

the oppressor. I traveled in a friend’s car from Bilbao

to Oviedo. Clenched fists greeted the car on the whole

route. Sometimes a worker spat out when it passed

by. And yet, side by side, a serenity of spirit which

finds an expression in the anarchist dictum that “one

must learn to kill without hatred.”

The Spanish revolution is deeply justified and
sound. It will triumph whatever may be its temporary

set-backs. The premature rising of the army has

speeded up events. Russia has shown that there is a

limit to the oppression of the people. “The lame man
who keeps the right road outstrips the runner who
takes the wrong ones.” Many of our socialists, so

preoccupied with getting our minds ready for the
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new war, will smile at the naive way in which Ramon

J. Sender sums up the longings of the Spanish revo-

lutionary: “I think then about the revolution. I am
anxious that all should happen as we wish, that the

bourgeois should come to offer us their bellies and
that we shall only have to stick them. And that at the

same time choruses should be sung, like those I heard

once in Barcelona, joyful songs to greet the Spring in

the gardens. And then when there are no more
bourgeois, that we shall all sing and invent a new
religion, some kind of religion of work and the

statistics of production. Then all men will be able

to look at each other without hate in their faces, or

jealousy. Everything will be made right, and chil-

dren will grow up dean and happy, like plants with

water and sun. We shall all be pleasant and
charitable.”

But this is the spirit in which the masses win their

revolutions.
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